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U.S. Congress might cut
Stafford loan subsidies
by Maggie Welter
staff writer
Students dependent on Stafford
loans to help cover their educational
costs may be just as vulnerable to the
congressional budget ax as Medicare
recipients.
The Senate Appropriations
Committee is considering a spending
plan, passed this spring by the House
of Representatives, that includes
significant cuts to the federally
subsidized Stafford loan program.
If Congress passes the plan,
students who participate in the loan
program could see the total costs of
their education rise by 20-50 percent,
depending on the amount borrowed
and the length of time they stay in
school, according to figures from the
United States Students Association in
Washington, D.C.
The proposal was created as- part
of the Republican Budget Resolution
to balance trt} budget in seven years,
under which the House Education
and
Economic
Opportunity
Committee was ordered to make
$10.4 billion in cuts from student
loan programs.
Iiv order to meet that goal, key
lawmakers have proposed several
changes to the loan program. One of
the most devastating to students is
the elimination of the interest

Speaker describes
life in Cambodia's
Killing Fields'
by David Hurt
staff writer

exemption. Under the current
program, the federal government
assumes responsibility^!, the interest
incurred while students are in school
for subsidized Stafford loans.
For undergraduate students who
borrow the maximum amount of
$17,125 over a four-year period, this
and the other changes will tack an
additional $3,407 onto their total
education bill, or an additional $41
per month, according to USSA.
While undergraduates will feel the
effects of the proposal, graduate

EDDIE ANKERSIamiributing artist
students will bear the brunt of the
cuts. A graduate student borrowing
the maximum amount of $65,000
could have $3-3,028 added to
education'costs, an increaseof almost
$400 a month, according to USSA.
Other, cost-cutting measures
envisioned by the plan include:
• Increasing loan origination fees by
I percent.
• Elimination of the grace period
that gives students six months after
see PAYMENTS page 2

JM's appeals suspension
Campus police report new
alleged incident to ABC
by Rick Thompson
staff writer
JM's Bar and Grill is appealing the Virginia
Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control's decision to
revoke the bar's liquor license for 25 days, according to a
co-owner of JM's.
Steve Muller, co-owner of the bar, would not specify
the grounds for the appeal.
According to Robert Chapman, ABC public relations
coordinator, the appeal was filed with the ABC Board on
Sept. 8.
The Aug. 31 decision in which thjpABC department
decided to revoke JM's liquor licensefor up to 25 days
was due to a conviction of negligence regarding the April
car accident that claimed the life of JMU senior John
Kraus.
JM's has two options to avoid the possible license
suspension. The ABC Board can hear the appeal, or JM's
can work out an "offering compromise," in which it
would "pay a fine in lieu of a license revocation,"
Chapman said.
The owners of JM's can establish the terms of the
compromise, which the ABC Board will then "review and
decide whether to accept," he said.
In addition to the prior ruling, JM's may also face an
ABC Department investigation for an alleged incident
Friday night.
The alleged incident involving two bouncers and-<
, "severely intoxicated" individual at JM/s was referred (Q

ADAM JOHNSON/iontributing photographer
The owners of JM's on Main Street are appealing
a suspension of the bar's liquor license.
the ABC Department by campus police for further
investigation, according to campus police reports.
An off-duty cadet reportedly noticed an individual
lying on the ground next to JM's. The cadet was standing
on the front porch of the JMU Episcopal Campus Ministry
house at the corner of Main and Warsaw streets about
9:30 p.m. Friday with several friends, according to the
report.
"He then observed two people he believed to be JM's
bouncers drag the subject from JM's property, across the
street [Warsaw Street], and deposit the . . . person under
the Steele House porch on the front steps," the report
stated.
.<.• •-■. .'.• fj ?S..(

see JM's page 2
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A near-capacity crowd in Grafton-Stovall Theatre Tuesday evening
received a first-hand account of the horrors wrought by the violent Khmer
Rouge during the Cambodian holocaust.
Dith Pran, a survivor of labor camps in his native Cambodia and now a
photojournalist for The New York Times, lectured about his experiences in
war-tom Southeast Asia.
Fran's personal experiences were portrayed in the movie "The Killing
Fields."
Mary Kimsey, assistant professor of geography, invited Pran as a part of
the Visiting Scholars Program. Kimsey met Pran at a conference in
Nebraska in October 1994.
"He wants his message to be heard and for people to be aware what the
Khmer Rouge did and that the Khmer Rouge still exists," she said. The
Khmer Rouge is a Cambodian communist extremist regime.
As Pran projected a map of Southeast Asia for the audience, he began
explaining the history of the region, about the French occupation and the
ensuing Vietnam War which eventually led to the Khmer Rouge's rise to
power.
Pran detailed the significance of the Vietnam War to the region and
Cambodia's role in the war.
, "Cambodia, after we got independence from France, stayed neutral.".Vie
said. "We did not take sides ... until March 1970."
In the late 1960s a^d early 1970s, the Vietnam War became bigger and
bigger, spilling jnto neighboring countries Laos and Cambodia, he said.
"President Nixon believed in order to win and to end the Vietnam War.
.. he had to bomb Cambodia," Pran said.
North Vietnam used Cambodia to get troops and supplies into South
Vietnam along the Ho Chi Minh Trail, Pran said.
Cambodia was immersed in the Vietnam War until April 1975 when the
United States removed its troops from the conflict.
After the American withdrawal, the Khmer Rouge, a communist regime,
took over and "changed the Cambodian culture," he said.
"When they came to power, we the Cambodian people were shocked,"
he said.
Pran told the audience the horrible effects the regime had on Cambodia
and his own personal experiences in the brutal labor camps established by
the Khmer Rouge.
"They were extreme nationalists and extreme communists," he said of
the regime.
"The Khmer Rouge . . . believed they had to send everybody to forced
labor camps. Everybody had to work in the rice fields," he said.
Pran himself was forced from the capital city of Phnom Penh to a labor
camp in rural Cambodia.
"Only in the books ... does communist ideology look very good. But in
reality, it wasn't," he said.
"People need freedom," he said. "People need two days off [for] every
five days' work. The Khmer Rouge did not believe this. They Idieved in
dictatorship."
The regime had a terrible effect on Cambodian society, Pran said.
"They killed and they destroyed and they turned Cambodia upside
down," Pran said, adding that intellectuals and the upper classes were
targets of the regime members.
He recalled how the Khmer Rouge suppressed all religion. Cambodia, a
predominately Buddhist country, used to have many monks and
monasteries. Under the Khmer Rouge, there were none.
The Khmer Rouge also attacked education.
0 "They said, 'Your class is in the rice fields. Why do you need to read
and write?'" he said.
"During the reign of terror, [they] killed approximately 2 to 3 million,"
he said.
Pran explained some of the aspects of life under the Khmer Rouge.
Cambodian workers had to wear black pajamas all the time, go barefoot,
work 14 to 18 hours a day nourished only by two, or sometimes one, bowl
of rice soup.
"You had to find a way to survive," he said. Pran supplemented his diet
by eating lizards, insects, rats and other vermin.
"You never knew when they could come along and say 'I don't trust
see SPEAKER page 2
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CORRECTION
The byline for the story "Students
Reach Out During Service Day" on
page 3 of the Sept. .11 issue should
have read by Sarah Macaleer. The
Breeze regrets the error.

Payments.

continued from page 1
graduation before they must begin paying the
interest fees for subsidized loans.
• Elimination of the federal direct lending
program, under which the government lends the
money directly to the borrower rather than through
a bank or other private lender.
Many JMU students will feel the effects of this
spending proposal if it ———-———
passes. In the 1993-'94
"~i

proposal; however, his veto may not be enough to
save the loan program.
If an appropriations bill is not signed by Oct. 1,
the beginning of the federal government's 1996
fiscal year, Congress will have to approve a
resolution to continue spending at Fiscal Year '95
levels for a short period of time.
With Oct. I only two weeks away, Laura
_________ McClintock, legislative
. ,
., director of USSA and a
school year, so percent
1 he government should 1993 JMU graduate, said
Congress, the president
of JMU graduates and 35 ,
.
. .
.
and interest groups "have
percent of JMU be trying to help people
undergraduates particia really big fight ahead."
USSA has been
pated in the Stafford loan
program.
fighting the proposed
cuts in the Stafford loan
Freshman Maureen
Jackson is one of five
program all summer,
children in a singleMcClintock said, using
income family. Jackson
the rationale that the
said she may not have
only way to "stimulate
Maureen Jackson our economy [is to]
been able to attend JMU
freshman ensure that all citizens
without the Stafford loan. ___________
Tacking on additional
have access to college."
costs will just make paying for college more
In one of USSA's most aggressive campaigns,
stressful, she said.
"The Death of Education," students all over the
"The government should be trying to help country have been holding campus rallies and
people who are trying to make something of their writing letters to Congress.
lives, not discourage them," Jackson said.
The United States Department of Education also
President Bill Clinton, in a speech made denounced the proposal, saying in a press release
Monday at Southern Illinois University, seemed to that it "slams the door on education."
agree with Jackson. He said he felt making higher
Proponents of the plan argue the cuts will save
education harder to pay for is not the way to "keep taxpayers $10.4 billion in the next seven years.
the American dream alive in a world where . . .
Rep. Jim Kolbe (R-Ariz.) was quoted in an
what you earn depends on what you learn.
August Washington Post article saying, "The
Clinton has vowed to veto the spending
rationale is pretty simple — someone who gets a

who are trying to make
something of their lives,
not discourage them.

loan and goes on to college has tremendous earning
capacity. So they are more capable of paying it
back."
However, David Merkowitz, spokesman for the
American Council on Education, said the notion
that everyone who goes to college becomes "a
wealthy doctor or lawyer is incorrect."
"Some [college graduates] are going into
teaching, nursing or the ministry. It's important that
we make a social investment, not make college
available only to the affluent." Merkowitz said.
Junior Ty Cobb. president of the JMU College
Republicans, said he supported the Republican
spending proposal to balance the budget, despite
the cuts it makes in the Stafford loan program.
"Ask any recent graduate," Cobb said. "It's hard
to get a job right now because of the economy. My
friends and I work during the summer to help pay
for our educations, and right now we're not
concerned as much with getting loans as we are
with getting jobs after college."
Cobb said he believed the Republican budgetcutting spending proposal will create a more
prosperous economic climate ith more job
openings.
McClintock said Virginia students can take
solace in the fact that both Sen. John Warner (RVa.) and Sen. Charles Robb (D-Va.) have voted in
support of educational funding in recent debates.
Robb indicated he would not support the
proposal because of the "increased scrutiny," under
which the Stafford loan program has come.
"Sacrifices must be made in all areas of
government," Robb said. "I believe that the longterm benefits of the Stafford loan program should
be protected from disproportionate cuts."

Speaker.
continued from page 1

you,'" he said, citing the constant
fear for those who worked in the rice
fields. "You had to leam how to keep
your mouth shut."
The Khmer Rouge separated
husbands from wives, children from
parents and organized people "like a
brigade."
"You never can believe you can
survive until the fat lady sings, until
the Khmer Rouge is defeated," he
said.
Pran said the rest of the world
ignored the brutal regime's practice
of torture and genocide. "During the
killing fields, the world completely
ignored us," he said. "I will say I
cannot believe the Western world did
not do anything."
Pran cited several reasons for
westerners turning away, most
importantly the Vietnam War, in
which more than 50,000 American
troops perished. America did not
want to go back, he said.
The grip of the Khmer Rouge
lessened when the Vietnamese
invaded Cambodia in 1979.
However, life was not much better
under the Vietnamese communists,
and the Khmer Rouge did not
disappear, Pran said.
When the Soviet Union collapsed,
it could no longer send money and

;

supplies to the Vietnamese. As a
result, Vietnam turned Cambodia
loose and withdrew its troops in
1989.
In 1993, the United Nations
installed a coalition government of
the Khmer Rouge and two other
political factions. The U.N. oversees
the election process in the country,
he said.
"The Cambodian people love
freedom," he said. "Right now.
things are getting better, but it takes a
long time."
Pran fled Cambodia in late 1979
to Thailand and later to the United
States. Today he resides in New
Jersey.
"Because there is no more outside
support, the Khmer Rouge can never
come back," he said.
After his lecture, Pran participated
in a question-and-answer session
with the audience, during which he
answered questions about the
atrocities committed by the Khmer
Rouge and his personal experiences.
Audience
members
were
supportive of Pran's message.
Freshman hospitality and tourism
management major David Gatton
said, "I think it is great he is doing
this. . . . People don't remember
these things, and they need to.
"It is great he is here," he said.

MELISSA CAMFBELL/staffphotographer
Drth Pran, whose life was portrayed in the film 'The Killing Fields,'
speaks about life in his native Cambodia Tuesday afternoon.
Sophomore pre-ptiysical therapy
major Dana Burton said, "I thought
he was really interesting. I didn't
know that kind of thing went on."
Jack Gentile, associate professor
of geography, said, "Tlfrough the

Dith Pran holocaust awareness
project and his unceasing efforts to
educate people about the Khmer
Rouge, he has made a difference in
the world. Not many people can
claim to have done so."

JM's

continued from page 1

Alan MacNutt, JMU director of public safety, said, "We don't know if
there's any criminal wrongdoing."
Chapman was not aware of Friday night's alleged incident, but said It will
most likely be investigated independently of the Aug. 31 decision and have no
effect on JM's current appeals process. "We tend not to combine ... a new
charge or allegation [with an old one]."
If any wrongdoing is found on the part of JM's, it could lead to future
sanctions against the bar. Chapman said.
Muller said the only problem he noticed on Friday night was an individual
caught "trying to steal money," whom bouncers escorted outside to his friend's
car.
"I don't think there was anything malicious on our part," he said, adding
that he is unaware of any current investigation by the ABC Department.
According to MacNutt, the incident was witnessed by four JMU students,
including the off-duty cadet

After the individual was left at Steele House, the witnesses waited and
observed him for several minutes. They soon realized the intoxicated
individual may be unconscious, according to MacNutt.
The witnesses then decided to enlist the help of campus police, MacNutt
When awakened by other cadets, the individual reportedly was unable to
recall being taken from the bar.
"The last thing the individual remembers is being in JM's." MacNutt said.
The intoxicated individual was placed under arrest and charged with being
drunk m public and taken to the Rockingham County jail.
The three witnesses with the off-duty cadet at the Episcopal ministry
reportedly recognized the bouncers' faces and black T-shirts with the word
security in white letters, MacNutt said.
The students allegedly witnessed the bouncers "physically pick up the
subject . and force the subject off the property," MacNutt said..
Whether or not the bouncer's actions were criminal is still undecided.
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Trading places
Admissions, alumni affairs to swap offices; create 'front door' to JMU
by Brad Jenkins
contributing writer
For the 30,000 prospective students who
converge on JMU each year, the campus visit
can prove to be a confusing and overwhelming
experience.
• <
In an effort to simplify these students'
campus visits, the Office of Admissions and the
Office of Financial Aid and Scholarships will
be moving into Sonner Hall, currently occupied
by the division of University Advancement,
which deals with alumni and parents.
University Advancement will, in turn, move
into Varner House and Hoffman Hall, the
current locations of admissions and financial
aid, respectively. The move is scheduled for the
week of Thanksgiving.
Alan Cerveny, associate vice president for
student affairs, said, "There is no central place
to send visitors, which is very confusing."
Currently, when prospective students visit,
they receive information at Varner House, but
then must go to Warren Hall for a conference
and tour. Cerveny said Sonner Hall will be
large enough to accommodate all of these needs
in one location, making the process more
convenient.
Visitors will have the opportunity to receive
literature and other information, attend an
admissions conference, start a tour and receive
financial aid information all in one building, he
said. Conferences will be held in the conference
room in Sonner Hall.
The location is ideal for a visitor's center,
Cerveny said. "It is an easily accessible location
which can only enhance the current [visitation]
program." The center will serve as a "front door
to the campus."
The parking confusion currently faced by
visitors will also be remedied by the move, he

PHOTOS BY MELISSA CAMBELL.'staff photographtr

Varner House (I), which currently houses the Office of Admissions, will become the home of alumni affairs when admissions
moves Into Sonner Hall (r), the current location of the alumni office. The move Is planned for Thanksgiving week.

said. After the move, parking will be located in
a lot close to Sonner Hall, eliminating the need
for visitors to park in various lots around
campus and walk to the admissions office.
Geoffrey Polglase, director of alumni affairs,
said the move will also benefit his office by
bringing it closer to current students.
"From an alumni standpoint, it's a great
move because we have an interest in being
closer to the students since they are future
members of the ahirhni association," Polglase
said.

r> r
oy David Hurt
Campus polks report 1

He added the new location in Varner House
has special meaning as an alumni association.
In the 1930s, students in the home economics
department lived there for semesters at a time.
Cerveny said the move is but the first in a
two-phase project. The move of the offices
precedes the second stage, which includes what
Cerveny envisions as a visitor's center for the
campus.
•
'
He likened the center to welcome centers
located near state lines on highways. He said he
sees the center as providing information on the

r^ (
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Destruction of Public Property
• Unidentified individuals allegedly attempted to break into a Pepsi
machine at the new recreation center construction site at 7:45 a.m.
Sept. 11.
An investigation continues:

Underaged Consumption/Altercation
• Uninvited members of another fraternity reportedly attended a
party at the Sigma Nu fraternity house at 1:12 a.m. Sept. 9.
The individuals reportedly consumed beer and demanded more.
When Sigma Nu members escorted the subjects from the fraternity
house, one Mividualjeportedfy resisted and an altercation ensued.
One of the uninvited fraternity members reportedly was Injured
and was transported to the Rockingham Memorial Hospital
emergency room for treatment.
The individual reportedly took full responsibility for the incident
and cooperated with officers
Sigma Nu reportedly cooperated as weB.
The matter was turned over to the Creek coordinator tor further
action
The injured individual was charged judicially with underaged
consumption of alcohol

Unauthorized Possession/Use of State

Inspection Sticker
• JMU employee Alexander S. Adam, 46, ol Crimora, was served
a summons and cited under, the Virginia Code statutes with
unauthorized possession and use of a state inspection sticker Sept.
8.
An unidentified individual allegedly removed an inspection sticker
from a state vehicle parked in K-fot at 10 a.m. Sept
An officer reportedly found the decal on Adam's personal vehicle
Sept 8.

Unauthorized Entry/Suspicious Activity
• A resident reported an unidentified female with shoulder-length
hair, wearing jeans and a dark shirt came into her unlocked room in
Hillside Hall at 5 a.m. Sept. 8.
The individual reportedly rifled through the resident's dresser
drawers. After the individual departed, the resident reportedly
discovered.an unknown clear liquid substance had been poured
over her clothing.
j- .'it) i>f ii i:jn .: '■■■ in r,- 111-1—».i.-<
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Destruction of Private Property
• Unidentified Individuals aBegedry struck a car with a sign board in
the Sonner Hall parking tot Sept. 10.
The sign board reportedly caused damage to the car's fender.

Grand Larceny
• Unidentified individuals aBegedry stole two window air conditioners
from Anthony-Seeger HaU between 5 p.m. Sept. 8 and 3:01 p.m.
Sept. 10.
The air conditioners are valued at $400 each.
• An unidentified Individual allegedly stole a wallet from an unlocked
and unattended room in Eagle HaB between 3:30 am and 2:30 p.m.
Sept. 10.
The wallet contained an automatic teller machine card, a JAC
card, an AT&T card, $30 cash and other personal Hems.
• An unidentified individual allegedly stole 54 compact discs in a
brown cardboard box from Eagle Hal Sept. 8.
The items were stolen while the owner was moving in.
V

Petty Larceny/Destruction of Personal
Property
• Unidentified individuals allegedly attempted to steal the soft top of
eGeo Tracker parked in Z-Jcfbetween 4:30 p.m. Sept. 6 and 1 p.m.
Sept. 8.
A seam on the top reportedly was left ripped, and the zip-out
plastic window with black trim and zipper reportedly was stolen.
"James Madison University" and 'Alpha Phf decals are on the
window.

Petty Larceny
• Unidentified indrvtouals allegedly stole a sign reading "open house
Sat." in yellow and green letters from the front porch of the Life
Sciences Museum in Warren House between 8:30 pjn. Sept. 8 and

campus, sporting events, campus events and
alumni.
Sonner Hall is a good location for this center
because of its proximity to Interstate 81, he
said. Cerveny did not specify a date when the
planned center will open.
While the move will benefit prospective
students, current students will not be impacted
significantly by the change, except in respect to
financial aid. "There will be a new service
see TRADING page 9

JMU offers first
doctoral program
by Mitzi O'Rear
staffwriter

•

Students hoping to add "Dr." before their name may not have
to leave JMU to pursue a higher degree in the field of
psychology.
JMU gained final approval in May from the State Council of
Higher Education for Virginia to offer a doctor of psychology
degree in school and counseling psychology, beginning this fall.
The new program is a landmark for JMU because it is the first
doctoral program offered.
Dr. Bill Walker, professor of psychology and coordinator of
the doctoral program, said the program has significance because
"it sets precedent for other doctorate programs being developed
at the university."
Doctorate programs are offered at other state schools,
including University of Virginia, Virginia Commonwealth
University, Old Dominion University, George Mason University
and College of William & Mary.
According to Walker, the program is unique compared to.
others offered throughout the state because it is designed for
experienced professionals with master's and educational
specialist degrees who are looking for an advanced graduate
degree.
According to a press release, the SCHEV approved JMU's
request for a doctoral program "in areas of its faculty's strengths,
while retaining its focus on undergraduate education."
In a press release, Bethany Oberst, vice president for
academic affairs, agreed that JMU was well-equipped with "a
very strong faculty that is highly qualified to provide JMU's first
doctoral program."
Walker said IS students are enrolled in the program, and he
expects the numbers to rise as the degree offering becomes more
widely known.
Vivian Begali, who is enrolled in the new program, said it is
ideal for her needs.
"It [the program] knows and considers the value of having
worked in the field," Begali said. "It's filled in gaps and taken
me beyond where 1 was," she said.

see POLICE LOO page 9

, see PROGRAM page 9
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Study, in Sjpxm neat aemette*!
Apply now for Spring 1996 in Salamanc^!

^

j

The JMU Semester in Salamanca, now in its ninth year,
continues to offer a unique study abroad opportunity.
Experience the cultural richness of Spain by living with a host
family, attending classes at the University of Salamanca,
exploring the performing arts, and travelling on directed
excursions to Granada, Toledo, Santander, Madrid, Avila, and
other cities.

NEEDS YOU!!

fc

Do you have a "knack" for design?
Can you create "atmosphere"?
Do you have talent to share?

Jf
j^ L

If so

Enhance your knowledge with these offerings:

then we have the project for you!!!!

• Mistotu tf SpaniaA 6wk%zatum
• Ma&texpiece* of SpaniaA dit
• advanced Qxamnuvt and Camwiaatian k d
• Campamiiue MiticA
W. mM.
• Spanish £ite%atwte
• 'Dialects, hi Spanish
• Spanish ^honctws
• Comparative Economic Su^icms
• cuwpcan Economic Community

The University Center
is looking for students that can help us make

V
look and feel inviting.

*•

«■)

*

jf k

It you have the time...we have the money!!
For more information contact:
Susan Shipley
/ Assistant Director/ Madison Leadership Center

• StoAt-Wwt. Jheatxe -- offered exclusively in Spring 1996*
by Dr. James Conis, JMU Professor Spanish

Don't miss this opportunity!
Call x6419 or visit the Office of International Education,
Paul-Street House for a brochure and application.
1
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#7 JMU Dukes
■

VS.

Top-ranked Mdeese State Cowboys
;

September 16th at 6 p.m.
Come watch your
7th ranked
JMU Dukes
take on Top-ranked
McNeese State!
Pre-game festivities begin at
4 p.m. on Godwin Field.
„
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Speakers address 'secrets' some avoid
by Suzanne Compton
staff writer
There are troubling issues in
today's world that some people
would rather not talk about.
David Leschke-Hellstrom and Jeff
Desjarlais, of Real World
Productions, performed "Best Kept
to Myself," a series of monologues
dealing with difficult topics in
college life, Monday in GraftonStovall Theatre.
The program dealt with issues
concerning gays, dysfunctional
families, alcoholism, sexual abuse
and self-esteem.
Leschke-Hellstrom and Desjarlais
illustrated the topics by acting out
monologues, including a skit about a
family with an alcoholic father and a
story about a gay college student.
The Madison Leadership Center,
Office of Residence Life, JMU
Health Center and Natural Highs
sponsored the program.
"We're talking about subjects we
often don't talk about," LeschkeHellstrom said.
"Some people keep these topics
secret, while others don't feel
comfortable in bringing them up," he
said, adding that these topics are
alive and well in the lives of many
people.
The two men travel nationwide,
visiting high schools and colleges.
The pair founded Real World

Productions five years ago.
Desjarlais said, "Our goal is to
make people think, and have them
make a behavioral and emotional
change toward these issues."
Leschke-Hellstrom and Desjarlais
used storytelling monologues to
bring these topics to the surface.
Leschke-Hellstrom said, "When we
tell stories, it makes it easier to relate
to one's own experiences."
In their monologues, the two
presenters assumed the roles of
fictional people in a variety of
situations dealing with various
problems.
The pair illustrated a popular
habit of some people who say they
are fine, when really they are hurting
inside. Through storytelling,
Leschke-Hellstrom and Desjarlais
showed the audience how people
•cover up true feelings.
The two men sang a song to
express this phenomenon: "We're
fine, mostly fine, well if you ask us
we'll say swell, ... If you ask us
we'll say fine, mostly fine, but we're
not. We're lying to ourselves and
everyone else."
Desjarlais also performed a
monologue describing life with an
alcoholic father and the toll it takes
on a family. As he flipped through
the family photo album in the skit,
memories of the past come flooding
back.
The scenarios Desjarlais

recounted in the presentation
demonstrated behaviors typical of a
family with an alcoholic.
In the monologue, Desjarlais
said, "My dad loved the holidays,
because there was so much to toast.
You name it, he would drink to it."
Desjarlais' character remembered
one Christmas when he and his
sisters got their dad a television with
a remote control for Christmas. He
recalled his dad sticking his hand in
the box the television came in and
demanding control of the television.
The character remembered he
wanted a remote control for himself,
so he could change his own family
situation.
As Desjarlais' character finished
looking at the photo album, he said,
"They're all here — pictures of
anniversaries,
graduations,
birthdays, weddings. They're all the
same."
Mom always took a lot of
pictures," he said. "We would pose
for pictures and mom would say,
'smile,' 'perfect.' But the truth was,
things were not perfect."
Following Desjarlais' monologue, Leschke-Hellstrom presented
another monologue dealing with
rumors spread throughout a college
campus.
Leschke-Hellstrom took on the
role of a gay college freshman who
see SECRETS page 9

an Fitness Center closes
by Stacey Danzuso
staff-writ*
Students living in Bluestone residence halls have lost
the convenience of running next door to work out.
The Logan Hall Fitness Center did not open this
semester due to a "lack of student participation,"
according to Sharon Alva, recreation facilities
coordinator.
Few students were using the equipment in Logan,
Alva said. 'The Logan Fitness Center has been kept
open for the last two years with a declining number of
students using the machines."
She added, The fitness center has been riding the
line of staying open for the past year."
Alva said the Office of Recreational Activities
placed advertisements last year to increase the
popularity of the center. But the attempts did not
succeed, and when Logan Fitness Center closed tor the
summer, it closed for good.
An average of 25 students used the equipment in
Logan each day last year, Alva said.
"It was not cost effective to keep the center open for
this small number," she said.
According to Eric Nickel, associate director
recreational activities, some of the bikes and step
machines have already been moved to the Godwin
Wellness Center, and the rest is still being stored in
Logan.
Recreational Activities will save money on staff with
the closing of the fitness center. Nickel s;
"Employees would sit and do homework because
there was nobody in the facility," Alva said.
Several students expressed disappointment at losing
nvenience of the fitness center.
Senior art major Tamsen Benm
Gifford Hall, said the closing of Logan Fid
may affect how often she exert i
inay not want to work oi
walk to Hi
'Xiwin," Benner said.
rit C.ifWI Hit!
Junior cbi
jor Beckv
resident,said she used the fin
"I lived in Logan last year and liked the fact [thatj I
didn't have to go outside in the winter when I wanted to
exercise," Schmidt said
Schmidt said last winter she exercised tl
time

equipment.
"1 probably won't work out as often this winter," she
said.
Junior Tim Johnson said, "I'm disappointed because
the location was convenient, and now I'll have to go
through an orientation before 1 can use the equipment at
the Wellness Center.1
Students must complete a brief orientation tour of the
Wellness Center before being able to use the facility.
The Logan Fitness Center housed cardiovascular
equipment including exercise bikes, rowing machines
and Life-Step step machines.
The equipment stored in Logan is owned by the
Office of Residence Life, according to Jim McConnel,
ORL director.
"We still have to decide if we'll transfer the
equipment to the recreation department or find another
purpose for it," McConnel said
ORL administrators had thought of converting the
space back into another type of recreation facility, but
decided against it, McConnel said.
"We don't have the staff or expertise to run a
recreation room, so we'll look at the condition of the
equipment and possibly auction it off," he said.
According to Nickd, the room in Logan Hall may be
used for yoga or Tai Chi classes later this fall,
depending on enrollment in those cla<
pace may also be used as a storage room for the
delivery of new equipment that will be used in the new
recreatior
heduled to open next fall. Nickel
said.
of fall 1996, st
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David Leschke-Hellstrom portrays a gay student who is the victim
of rumors during Monday's program by Real World Productions.

Media showers Powell
with positive coverage
LA. Times/Washington Post
news service
WASHINGTON — Sam Donaldson
said Colin L. Powell "would male a
good president, and it would be good
for the country. I think this man is
extraordinary."
"He may have an extraordinary
opportunity to try to forge a new
centrist American coalition," stated a
U.S. News i. World Report in its
second cover story on Powell in two
years.
"No other candidate can hope to
match Powell's inspiring tale," Time
stated, which has put Powell on the
cover twice this summer.
The latest of two Newsweek cover
stories put it more succinctly: "Can
Colin Powell Save AmericaT
Even by the standards of modern
media excess, there has never been
anything quite like the way the press
is embracing, extolling and flat-out
promoting this retired general who
has never sought public office. With
Barbara Walters, Larry King, Katie
Couric, David Frost, Tom Brokaw
and Jay. Leno lined up for television
chats, with newspapers clamoring for
interviews as he begins a 22-city
book tour, Powell is launching a
media blitz with all the subtlety of
Operation Desert Storm.
There is in many of these articles
and columns an almost palpable
longing for Powell to join the
presidential race, with barely a trace
of the cynicism that generally
permeates the public deconstruction
of political figures. Seemingly bored
by the prospect of a Bill Clinton-Bob
Dole campaign, some reporters are
openly yearning for Powell to take
theplunge:

"The coverage is overwhelmingly
favorable," said Charles Lane of the
New Republic, author of one of the
few critical pieces on Powell. "It's
not that the favorable information is
wrong, but nothing on the other side
of the ledger is brought up."
"At this point, Powell's 'candidacy'
is mostly the fevered creation of a
political press corps starved ... for
something to call news," Marjorie
Williams wrote in Vanity Fair.
But Steven Roberts of U.S. News,
who helped write its latest cover
story, says the saturation coverage is
warranted. "The public is fascinated
by this guy," he said. "Everywhere I
go, on reporting trips or making
speeches, I always get questions
about Colin Powell, and it's almost
always couched in favorable terms."
The former chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff has shrewdly
cultivated leading journalists over
the years. He has called Bob
Woodward "a friend" and said in
Senate testimony that he was a
source for Woodward's book "The
Commanders." He has attended a
New Year's Eve party at the home of
former Washington Post editor
Benjamin Bradlee and his wife Sally
Quinn. He has spoken at a
scholarship fund-raising dinner
arranged by columnist Carl Rowan.
He called ABC's Donaldson after his
recent cancer surgery.
At the same time, Powell has
carefully limited his public access,
granting no interviews for the past
two years as he worked on his $6
million book, "An American
Journey," made speeches for
$60,000 a pop and dropped
see POWELL page 9
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FREE AEROBICS!!
Mondayf September 18
5:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.

jazzerciSR
0$19 4-Week Passes
©Refreshments
OPrizes

If you've been a victim of
date rape or are close to
someone affected by date
rape, give Kara a call at The
Breeze at x6729.
*

If you are a single parent, give
Kara a call at x6729.

100 Waterman Drive
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(540)564-1237

BB&T
BRING YOUR DEGREE TO BB&T AND
BUILD A CAREER YOU CAN BANK ON
I Contact Your Career Planning and Placement Center For Interview Times

BB&T
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/E/V7I)
Member FD1C

Issues of The Breeze from the
1994^95 school year are
available in the The Breeze
office in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger weekdays
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. The
issues will be recycled after
Thursday, Sept. 14.

DINING DlfiKT

LOOK UNDI1

SUNDAY, SEPT. 17 - SATURDAY, SEPT. 23

"SB?-

B

Sunday 9/17

Monday 9/18

Tuesday 9/19

Wednesday 9/20

Cream of Rice
Scrambled Eggs
Bacon. Pancakes
Cream of Potato Soup
Fried Chicken/Gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Wax Beans
Broccoli with Cheese Sauce

Beef Barley Soup
Turkey a la King
Hot Italian Beef Sandwich
Egg Noodles
Italian Green Beans
Com

Chicken Noodle Soup
Cheeseburger Mac
Chicken Patty Sandwich
Curly Fries
Peas & Carrots
Green Beans

Canadian Cheese Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Broccoli/Mushroom Quiche
Mashed Potatoes
Gravy
Kale
Mixed Vegetables

Spinach Noodle Casserole

Cuban Shepards Pie

Vegetable Fajita

Meat Loaf
Gravy
Seafood Newburg
Rice
Glazed Baby Carrots
Green Bean Casserole

Fried Fish
Chinese Roast Pork
Fried Rice
Broccoli Stir Fry
Sugar Snap Peas

Chicken Paprikash
Beef Burgundy
Egg Noodles
Mixed Vegetables
Spinach

Mixed Bean Creole

Vegetable Lo Mein

NO RESERVATIONS REQUIRED!
RHJUnCRJUn! Sept 18-22

Hungarian Noodle Bake

Thursday 9/21
Cheddar Broccoli Soup

VAX IT!

Friday 9/22

Saturday 9/23

Beef Lo Mein
Carrots
Cauliflower / Cheese Sauce

Garden Vegetable Soup
Fish Sandwich
BBQ Chhicken
Au Gratin Potatoes
Com
Zucchini A Tomatoes

Tomato Rice Soup
Grilled Cheese Sandwich
Wing Dings
French Fries
Green Beans
Mixed Vegetables

Tex Mex Casserole

Mushroom Curry

Louisiana Bean Stew

Italian Style Beans k Rice

Swedish Meatballs
Batter Fried Chicken Strips
Rice
Broccoli
Peas A Mushrooms

Chicken Fiesta
Canadian Beef Brisket
Baked Potato
Corn on the Cob
Green Beans

Pork Chops / Gravy
Herb Roast Chicken
Rice
Honey Glazed Carrots

Vegetarian Chow Mein

Cheese Enchilada

London Broil / Sherry
Mushroom Sauce
Baked Shrimp Noodle au
Gratin
Oven Browned Potatoes
Broccoli / Cauliflower with
Cheese Sauce
Peas
Shell Pasta & Vegetable
Casserole

Pizza

Succotash

Baked Pinto Bean Casserole

DUCK IN AND SEE US?

(World's [Jart

NOW OPEN AT 5 f £, SUNDAYS THRU THURSDAYS
NEWSWWJCH! TOSSED SALADS! OTIS CNKft

Sept. 25 -^29

qWNDLER HAll/GROUND FLOOR

CALL YOUR ORDER
IN AHEAD FOR PICK UPI
(ALLOW 30 MINUTES)

IN BRIEF
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Local festival will celebrate
Latin American culture
The Latin American Festival, taking place Sept.
17, will feature a plethora of typical Latin
American food, dress and dance.
The Hispanic Committee of Harrisonburg, the
festival sponsors, would like to get everyone in
the Harrisonburg Community involved. All are
welcome. For more information, call Paul
Fugelsang at 432-6399. The festival will take
place at Westover Park on Rt. 33 West, 2-6 p.m.

GHOLARSHi
V

id §f late to race-based
Bowler*
Caddies
Children ol
harness racers
Descendants of
Confederate
soldiers and
saiors

college scholarships. But
there are all kinds of scholarship
p references. Some other groups
that benefit Irom special
programs:

•Descendants of
signers of the
Declaration of
In dependence
•Lett-nandetf
freshmen
•Paper leys and

**

W

V

•Orphans
™
•Relatives of don
breeders,
handlers or

j*ft«

•Senna drwers
.Toppemare
dealers

Source: Time Magazine
SCOTT KIRKWOODIcontribuling artist

Japanese culture and music
is topic of three-part lecture
A JMU professor is giving a series of three
lectures on Japanese culture and its traditional
and contemporary music.
John Milliard, professor of music, resident
composer and recent artistic fellow of Japan
Foundation, Is speaking Sept. 17_on "Personal
Reflections on Japanese Culture Today." He will
present 'Traditional and Contemporary Japanese
Music — Part I and II" on the following two
Sundays, Sept. 24 and Oct. 1. All lectures are in
the Music Building, rm. 142,7 p.m.

JMU Arboretum to celebrate
U.S. Constitution Day Sept. 15
The JMU Arboretum will celebrate three
milestones with the U.S. Constitution Day
program. A special program will commemorate
the U.S. Constitution and the Arboretum's Living
Legacy, the 10th anniversary of the JMU
Arboretum and the upcoming 25th anniversary of
JMU President Ronald Carrier's presidency.
Former Secretary of the Army John Marsh will
speak about "Defending the Constitution." See
calendar for details.

Bands to perform concerts in
Charlottesville and Roanoke
Two bands are giving a concert this weekend in
two different areas of Virginia.
Throwing Muses is performing at Crossroads in
Charlottesville on Sept. 15. Doors open at 9 p.m.
and $10 tickets are available at Town and
Campus and at the door. For more info, contact
Crossroads Concert Hall at (804) 296-8729.
Widespread Panic will perform at the Roanoke
College Bast Center on Sept. 16, 8 p.m. Tickets
are $15 and are available by calling (203) 3752306 and at the door.

Fellowship money available
for graduate studies
Students considering the continuation of their
educational careers should look to the U.S.
Department of Energy for a helping hand.
Money is available for students interested in
pursuing master's or doctoral degrees in nuclear
engineering, applied health physics, radioactive
waste management and industrial hygiene.
Application are due by Jan. 29, 1996. Call
Tom Richmond at 1-800-569-7749 for more
information and requirement guidelines.

WEEKLY EVENTS
Thursday
• Resume1 Writing workshop sponsored by the Office of Career Services, Sonner
Reception Hall, 4-5 p.m.
• EARTH, Taylor Hall, rm. 304,5-6:30 p.m.
• Baptist Student Union Thursday Fellowship, BSU house, 5:30 p.m.
• "Before the Rain," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 and 9:30
p.m., $1.50.
• JMU Skate Night, Skatetown USA, 7:30-10 p.m. Free admission with JAC
card, skate rentals only $1.
• Campus Crusade for Christ, "Prime Time," Miller Hall, rm. 101,8 p.m.

Friday
• U.S. Constitution Day, Arboretum Interpretive Center, 4 p.m.
• "The History of American General Aviation," Dr. John Wood, Miller Hall, rm.
109, 3 p.m.
• Nursing home visit sponsored by the Baptist Student Union, meet at BSU
house, 4 p.m.
• Baptist Student Union Bible study, BSU house, 7 p.m.
• Old Time Music Party, Court Square in downtown, 7-9 p.m.
• "Crimson Tide," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 and 9:30 p.m.,
$1.50.

Saturday
• "Fall Festival 1995" sponsored by the Bridgewater Home Auxiliary,
Rockingham County Fairgrounds, 7:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
• All-day hike sponsored by the Baptist Student Union, meet at BSU house,
8 a.m.
• "World's Strongest Macho Man" competition sponsored by Squire Hill
apartments, near the basketball courts, 2 p.m.
"Crimson Tide," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 and 9:30 p.m.,
1.50.
s
• Harrisonburg Contradance sponsored by the JMU School of Theatre and Dance,
Temple Beth-El, Old Furnace Rd, $4. Free dance lessons at 7:30 p.m. Beginners
and singles welcome. For more info, call Paul at 433-7285.

Sunday
• Latin American Festival, Westover Park on Rt. 33 W, 2-6 pV.
• Financial Management Association picnic, Purcell Park, 4 p.m.
• "Personal Reflections on Japanese Culture Today," John Hilliard, Music
building, rm. 142,7 p.m.
• "Fanny and Alexander," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7:30 p.m.,

'6
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Swiss bankers discover funds
Nazis confiscated from Jews
PARIS — Leading Swiss banks announced
Tuesday they have discovered $34 million in
dormant accounts that may belong to Holocaust
victims and that they will help Jewish survivors
and their heirs track down lost assets.
Lifting the veil of secrecy on one of the most
controversial legacies of the war, the Swiss
Banker's Association said a partial survey of a
dozen major banks that conducted most of the
country's financial business in 1945 revealed
nearly 900 abandoned accounts containing funds
that may have been deposited by Jews and others
who were persecuted and murdered by the Nazis.
But the World Jewish Congress and other
agencies acting on behalf of Holocaust victims
say the forsaken deposits represent only a
fraction of the wealth of Jewish Nazi victims. Far
larger assets, estimated by some experts to be
worth several billion dollars, were confiscated
from Jewish victims in Eastern Europe and may
have been stashed by the Nazis in Swiss accounts
or safe deposit boxes.

•■lllfi
Car explosion takes five lives
in apparent murder-suicide
ESSEX, Md. — It was supposed to be a shopping
trip for school clothes. Instead, five members of a
Maryland family died in a car explosion that
scattered body parts and debris over a wide area
of this Baltimore suburb.
Tuesday, Baltimore County police were
continuing to investigate, what they called an
apparent murder-suicide that took the lives of a
woman, her three children and her estranged
husband, Mark Clark, 32, because of a breakup of
the family.
Clark; his wife, Betty Clark, 32; their 4-yearold daughter, Krysta Clark; and one of Betty
Clark's children, Ricardo Valdez, 6, are believed
to have been killed instantly in the blast which
tore apart the family's Ford Taurus station wagon
parked behind the Middlesex Shopping Center.
Malissa Ray, 11, Betty Clark's oldest child,
survived the explosion but died after being flown
to Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore.
— L. A. Times/Washington Past news service <
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What's at stake at JMU - A Personal View
Friday the 13th of January, 1995: Looking Back, Looking Ahead
First things first:
I have been a physics (acuity member at JMU since 1976, and have consistently been proud
of that affiliation, through good and bad times. I have never been prouder of being part of the JMU
faculty, or more appreciative of the values and fortitude of my colleagues, than during the months
since Friday, January 13. To faculty and staff colleagues, to JMU students and graduates generally,
and especially to science majors and graduates, my sincere thanks for the support (public and private,
moral and material) that you have given to the physics program and the physics faculty. Whatever
happens in the months ahead, I will always remember your willingness to put yourselves on the line for
important principles.

Background for neWcomers and update/for those returning:
If I were not living through this situation. I would have difficulty believing that such things
could happen at a public university In America.
Students returning to JMU, including those who stayed In the Harrisonburg area during the
summer months, deserve an update on the aftermath of the events of January 13, 1995, when the
central administration announced the dismembering of the College of Letters and Sciences, the
sacking of Its Dean, the extermination of the physics degree program and the temilnatlon of ten
tenured physics faculty. Incoming first-year and transfer students, as well as new faculty members,
deserve to know some of the background for a controversy that will doubtless continue this year.
This Information is particularly important given the central administration's work at "spin control"
through press releases, conversations with newspaper reporters and editors, and items in the
Summer 1995 issue of Montpelier, the alumni/friends (i.e., donors) newspaper.

August 1993 - December 1994:
In August 1993, the JMU Board of Visitors passed, at President Carrier's request, a resolution
instructing him, 'in consultation with the faculty and administration, to move expeditiously to take the
necessary steps to implement innovative programs.* Or. Carrier's words and actions during the Fall
1993 semester reflected a total lack of consultation with faculty and precipitated an "Initiative Petition
for Responsible Change." That petition led to a faculty referendum which won a clear majority of those
voting and came within two votes of the absolute majority needed for passage. In the aftermath,
more than a few faculty concluded that the outcome of the vote was really a blessing - clearly signaling
to the president that changes in process were*needed but not precipitating a real crisis in governance.
During the spring and summer of 1994, many faculty took hope from the-work of the Task
Force on Governance (and its Advisory Committee) and from the Board's acceptance and
Dr. Carrier's endorsement of the governance report on May 6, 1994. His remarks at the
August 26 faculty meeting and his apparent willingness to recognize that the faculty have
the primary responsibility for the university's curriculum were encouraging signs during the
Fall 1994 semester. On December 8. Dr. Carrier sent a letter to all faculty Indicating that
there would be a study of the "math/science area" and indicated that "Committee
members will be drawn from throughout the University Community, including those areas
under study." In that letter, Dr. Carrier identified June 30, 1995, as the date for a final
report of that ad hoc committee (the "Oberst Ramsey Task Force").

January 13 and its aftermath • the situation of physics:
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"*I3) Third the administration generally (and President Carrier in particular) soon developed an
■armadilio' response to criticism and questions - ignoring or giving unresponsive replies to legitimate
questions and refusing requests for meetings. Meanwhile, unqualified support was bestowed on the
administration by members of the Board of Visitors (through a combination of stony silence and
correspondence praising the President and belittling his critics). We were treated to a really sad
spectacle a Board which had previously given (or acquiesced in) repeated praise and other ip service
to the faculty now apparently found the concerns of a majority of that faculty unworthy of serious
attention The administration's insistence on the President's absolute authonty and the Board's
unconditional support ol the President are inimical to the core values of any university worthy of the

Thirty-six days later, on January 13 at 11 am. Dr. Carrier told a hastily-scheduled
faculty-staff meeting that in early December he had concluded that restructurir* had
"stalled" and that JMU had to move to the "next level." He said that he endorsed the
announcements which he left for Dr. Oberst to deliver. These included, using the words
of the JMU news release:
(1) eliminating "the position of dean of the College of Letters and Sciences, which Dr. Jack M.
Armistead has held since January of 1991,"
(2) merging the 'College of Letters and Sciences and the College of Communication and the
Arts . . . into a single yet-tote-named college," with the exception of the "science and mathematics
faculty members now in the College of Letters and Sciences" who are to be "moved, on an Interim
basis, to a separate organizational unit,"
(3) discontinuing the physics major at JMU "because of low student demand and the fact
that faculty positions are badly needed to meet student needs in the other sciences,"
(4) stating that "ten physics faculty members will ail shortly receive notification of the
termination of their positions, effective in August, 1996."
Those announcements triggered extensive protests, including a campus-wide faculty vote (by a
margin of 305 to 197) of no confidence in Dr. Carrier's ability "to lead James Madison University
responsibly." Letters, memoranda, electronic postings, and public statements from students,
graduates, faculty, and staff members decried the decisions announced on January 13 as badly
flawed in content, process, and execution. It should be noted that the announcements were
described as the unanimous recommendations of a committee of administrators (chaired by Oberst)
whose very existence as a committee was previously unknown to the university community!
In early February, faced with a firestorm of protest, the administration announced that a
program review would be undertaken in physics.
(Many persons have found it quite strange that the
administration would initiate a program review after announcing a decision about the program!) The
"internal" review by the department itself was completed in early July, and was one of the starting
points for a late-July visit by the "external" review committee (consisting of one JMU faculty member,
one JMU administrator, a Virginia physicist-entrepeneur, and two physicists from the American
Institute of Physics • a national consortium of professional physics societies). In Its report, the
department recommended maintaining the existing pre professional "track" as well as expanding
opportunities for students who do not plan to pursue graduate studies in physics. Pursuant to the
JMU Faculty Handbook and to a unanimous vote in February 1995 by the Undergraduate Curriculum
Council (UCC), both reports (internal and external) will soon be considered by the UCC, which 'has the
authority to make recommendations to the president on various curriculum issues." (Section 12 of
the JMU Faculty Handbook)
On July 21, after the completion of the internal report but prior to the external committee's
visit, the administration issued a press release stating that "... JMU will not have to terminate the
positions of some faculty members as had been previously announced." A separate written
statement provided to physics faculty seems to suggest that the department's "good faith effort to
increase teaching productivity" had led to the press release withdrawing the six-month old termination
threat. However it should be pointed out that July 21 was four days before the first scheduled
deposition (sworn testimony) in a lawsuit (descnbed below) brought against James Madison University
by Faculty for Responsible Change.

The signers of the November 1993 'Initiative Petition for Responsible Change' identified
themselves as "Faculty for Responsible Change."
In the aftermath of the announcements of Friday
the 13th, faculty members reactivated and expanded this group and sought (in a variety of ways) to
brir« the administration back to the path of open and participatory decistorwnaktng to which it had
ostensibly rededicated itself In May 1994. Sadly, all attempts failed, and in early May of this year, the
Faculty for Responsible Change (FRC) filed a breach-of-contract complaint against James Madison
University. FRC President Vardaman R. Smith and Vice President Caroline T. Marshall explained the
action in the following press release:
"Why Hn FRC Hied Suit Against the James Madison University?
•1. FRC has filed suit because we have explored all the alternative paths we couM
Imagine and none has produced the substantive dialogue needed to resolve the
crisis precipitated by the administrative announcements of January 13,' 1995.
These announcements Included the abolition of the physics major, the
dismemberment ol the College ol Letters and Sciences, and the eMnwieHon of ten
tenured physics positions.
"2. We have tiled suit because neither the administration nor the Board of Visitors
have honored their agreement to lollow established procedures In academic
decision making. Indeed, the decisions of January 13th were taken In direct
violation of key provisions of the JMU Faculty Handbook and also seem to violate
the newly restructured system of academic review and governance approved and
adopted by both the administration and the Board on May 6, 1994.
'3. We deeply regret that legal action Is our only remaining option. However, the
decisions announced on the 13th threaten the academic integrity of the university
and raise issues which go to the very heart of what a university ought to be. The
faculty of James Madison University are the collective guardians of the curriculum
We will do what we must to meet our responsibilities.
"4. in all our efforts the faculty has been keenly aware of its duty to Its students
and to the Commonwealth. We have sought relief from governmental officials,
from the Board ol Visitors and from the administration. We have found that there
Is almost no accountability in the Virginia system for Issues of academic substance.
Instead, there Is a vast bureaucracy at both the state and university levels.
However, the faculty il the appropriate guardian of the value of the diploma which It
confers. Thus, we Intend a public review of the secret process by which the
arbitrary decisions of January 13th were taken. We know that hasty and illconceived academic decisions can destroy a school more absolutely than any
budget cut'

In what follows. I do not address the summary dismissal of a talented and principled
academic (Dean Jack M, Armistead) and the dismemberment of the College of Letters and Sciences,
even though I believe that those actions have damaged the reputation of the university and have
devastated the morale of many members of the JMU community. The most serious dangers to the
university lie not in the specific decisions (the wisdom of which has been questioned by many) but
rather with the administration's evident disregard of established decision-making processes. Across
the university, many students, faculty, and staff have come to understand that the announcements
of January 13 and the actions of the administration (and the Board of Visitors) pose several threats
to JMU's ability to live up to the name "university":
(1) First, the announcements raised serious questions about the datagathering and
evaluative abilities of JMU's top administrators. The decisions about physics announced on January
13 were badly flawed in content. An obvious question is: why? The widespread initial reactions of
shocked amazement gave way to deep discouragement about apparent administrative incompetence as
it became clear how badly riddled with inaccuracies were the administration's claims about physics as a
discipline nationally and as a degree program and a department at JMU.
(2) Second, it took the administration about a week to provide an answer to the simple and
obvious question of who exactly were the members of the "committee" that recommended the
announcements of January 13. The administration identified six people (Oberst Brown, Nobel,
Ramsey, Rose, and Whitman), none of whom is a full-time faculty member or has any formal postbaccalaureate training in science or engineering. (Ramsey's undergraduate major was metallurgical
engineering.) The day after its belated release of the list of committee members, the administration
corrected itself (7), announcing that one of the six identified members (Whitman) had joined the
committee "late," after the recommendations had been finalized!

•

The complaint was filed in Rockingham Circuit Court and is being heard by Judge John Wetsel
of Winchester. The university, which is represented by a senior assistant attorney general, filed a
demurrer (i.e., a motion to have the case 'thrown out of court"). At a hearing on June 28, Judge
Wetsel denied the demurrer. At present, several depositions (under-oath Interviews) of Individuals
central to the case have been taken. A court date of October 12 has been set for motions for
summary judgment; the tentative dates for the trial itself are November 16-17.
No one can know the ultimate outcome of these legal proceedings. But regardless of how the
FRC suit is concluded, there are numerous questions that will haunt JMU and Its central
administration unless and until they are faced squarely. Several of these questions are presented
below.

January 13 and its aftermath - questions that won't go away:
(1) What happened between December 8, 1994 (when Dr. Carrier wrote the letter to all JMU
faculty referring to the Oberst-Ramsey task force, with its inclusiveness and its June 30, 1995
deadline) and January 13, 1995, when the draconian announcements were made?
(2) Section 12 of the JMU Faculty Handbook states: "The faculty has the primary role In
connection with the development, modification, and review of the curriculum." Wasn't the
administration morally bound to honor this language?
(3) Why did It take a week to name the members of the administrative committee which Dr.
Carrier had described as having had an intensive series of meetings over a few weeks just prior to
January 13? And why was one named member then described the next day as having joined the
committee late?
(4) Why was such a paltry and flawed information base utilized by those committee members?
To the best of my knowledge, they relied on only one report that could arguably be said to compare
the JMU Physics Department to others. Why are there no documents comparing JMU to its official
peer institutions? Why are there no documents reflecting a detailed examination of floor space, costs,
effects on other programs, or other relevant matters?

Where do we go from here? -■ a return to normalcy requires
acceptance of responsibility.
I am sure that many Virginians want to see JMU put its recent troubles behind It and get on
with its responsibility of offenng the best education possible with the available intellectual and
r^Jin^T5^ a,' 'V"?'"? "'I3'' W3nt ,0 see happen But' also M*ve thai we have a
responsibility to understand what has led to the upheavals on this campus, and to do whatever we
can to make very certain, that JMU is never again put through this kind oravo,dable ordeaL
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MmMuSHlTTtlf. ' '?b"C 2SS1 U,0Se ""<> serve as Board members and upper
administrators at JMU are in positions of public trust. For eight months thev haw owed th.
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James Madison must be spinning in his grave. The people of Virginia deserve better!
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William H. Ingham
Professor of Physics
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January 13 and its aftermath -• Faculty for Responsible Change
and the FRC lawsuit:

President Carrier and
the six administrative
committee members
should provide us with
a full accounting or
they should resign.

January 13 and its aftermath - threats to the university:

I

This deserves emphasis: here was a committee whose very existence was unknown to the
university community dunng its work and which consisted' « * persons "^M^nK?" *
their work is at the immediate pleasure of the president. Such a processINM in m ace^of the
language of the JMU Faculty Handbook and has no place in a publicly-funded institution of higher
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Program
continued from page 3

Secrets.

FT

one year of course work, an internship and a
Begali said the field pf psychology has
dissertation.
changed a lot and offers a wide array of
The program is ideal for students not
psychological services that a doctoral degree in
wanting to spend three to four years on a
psychology is almost necessary to be
degree, Walker said.
competitive in the job .i^^^™^—^^———^—^«—
_____«_____„_ The doctoral program
market.
<<
at JMU has been in
development for 10
"The
market
YOU COM do fOT mOW
demands a■ higher
„
years, according to
for
degree
Walker. After two
practitioner to practice
comprehensive surpsychology in its
veys of professionals
Vivian Begali throughout the state, a
broader sense. You
psychology graduate student considerable amount
can do far more with a
doctorate," she said.
of interest was shown
Walker said the number of months it takes
for the doctorate degree at JMU.
students to complete the doctoral degree varies
Oberst said JMU may experience limited
depending pn their past graduate experience.
expansion of its doctorial programs.
Most students will need to study for at least
"JMU is primarily an undergraduate
a calendar year, according to Walker.
institution. We are committed to continuing that
The program requires students to complete
emphasis," she said.

■ with a doctorate.

Police Log

Trading

continued from page 3

continued from page 3

8:15 a.m. Sept. 9.
The sign was a banner tied between two columns
and is valued at $20.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a personal
Sony AM/FM cassette and compact disc player from
an office in Converse Hall between 11:30 p.m. Sept.
7 and 10:30 a.m. Sept. 8.
The player is valued at $85.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a Microsoft
Natural keyboard and a screen from a computer in
Huffman Hall at 8:29 a.m. Sept. 11. The keyboard's
model number is E03786USREIM.

Fire Alarm
• Overcooked popcorn in a microwave reportedly
triggered the fire alarm on the sixth floor of Eagle
Hall at 1:35 a.m. Sept. 12.
Number of drunk in public charges since Aug. 29:8
Number of parking tickets issued between Sept. 5
and Sept. 11:971

"There will be a new service center for
financial aid," Cerveny said.
Locating financial aid in the same building
as admissions will allow prospective students
and their families to obtain information about
aid programs without having to visit two
buildings, he said.
Christy Johnson, a junior mass
communication major and a student assistant in
the Office of Admissions, said, "Most people
here are really excited about the move. It is
really logical."
Cerveny said current campus literature does
not reflect the change in location, but efforts are
being made to inform visitors of the change. /-^
"It will be a little awkward at the beginning,
but we have every reason to believe there won't
be much confusion," Cerveny said.
In order to minimize the' effect on
operations, the move is scheduled for
Thanksgiving, he said.

The

Foxfield Races

. Powell

continued from page 5

continued from page 5

was confused about why people suddenly were
shunning him and why his roommate wanted to
change rooms.
.The monologue came to climax when
Leschke-Hellstrom's character recalled
overhearing students call him a "faggot."
"If you want to call me something, pick one
word that defines who I am," LeschkeHellstrom said in the monologue. "Maybe it
would be best to call me by my name."
Following the monologue, LeschkeHellstrom described how 95 percent of people's
lives are the same. "We all have the same
dreams, worries, joys and concerns," he said.
"Then the other 5 percent of our lives are
different. When some people find out someone
is gay, all they think about is the 5 percent of
someone that is different."
After several monologues, Desjarlais and
Leschke-Hellstrom gave the audience a chance
to ask questions and respond to the program.
Desjarlais said they get many of their ideas
for monologues from students who approach
them after programs and express feelings about
their own personal problems.
Junior psychology major Brandon Brod,
who attended the program, said, "The program
was awesome. The presentation was unique
because it included music, acting and facts."
Brod is a resident adviser in McGraw-Long
Hall. "We have resources to help students deal
with these issues," he said.
Desjarlais said in reference to the college
setting, 'This is the best place to deal with
issues because there are many resources
available to students."
Senior Wendy Maybury, an RA in
Cleveland and Spotswood halls, said, "Our goal
is to create a community environment that
accepts others and helps students to identify
with one another."
Holly Smith, coordinator of Community
Service-Learning, said the fall "is a vital time to
learn about these issues because students are
going through a transition period."

tantalizing hints of a possible third-party
candidacy.
"This is a guy who has mastered the press as
few in Washington ever have," said Juan
Williams, a Washington Post reporter on leave
who has interviewed Powell several times.
"Generally when Powell talks to reporters, he
makes sure he knows who the reporter is. He's
picking the reporter. He's trying to limit what
can be talked about. He's preparing for it as he
prepares a battle plan."
When Williams, who knew Powell from
covering the White House, requested an
interview two years ago, Powell first asked for
his r6sume\ In the interview, Williams wrote in
the magazine Reconstruction, Powell "laid
down the parameters of the questions he was
willing to address" and mainly wanted to talk
about the Junior ROTC program.
Powell clearly understands the rules of
engagement. In February 1993, after the New
York Times reported he was seeking early
retirement from the Joint Chiefs, Powell went
on the three network morning shows and CNN
to deny it.
"He definitely wanted to knock that story
down, and he knocked it down with vigor," said
CNN anchor Bernard Shaw, who conducted the
interview. Shaw added that "we're friends, but
I'm in no way an adviser to Colin Powell,
closet or otherwise."
The chorus of praise has been accompanied
by a few dissonant notes.
In the New York Times Magazine last month,
Michael Gordon and Bernard Trainor called
Powell "less a modem MacArthur than a master
bureaucrat, skillful in dealing with the press and
adept at escaping blame for questionable
decisions, risk-averse to the point of timidity."
Lane was surprised at how much flak he
received.
"It was not a hatchet job by any stretch," he
said. "The customary coverage was so
unusually favorable that even this mildly tough
piece looked like a slam."

SKYDIVE!!!
with the skydivers at SKYDIVE ORANGE which has the area's
best student safety record and meet experienced instructors.
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RUNNING

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 24TH
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One day STATIC LINE
TANDEM, OR AFF first
jumps, and a staff
dedicated to keeping you
and your fellow JMU
students skydiving.

%E%

Call and ask for a
brochure including JMU
Student Discounts.
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GATES OPEN AT 10:30 A.M. POST TIME 1:00 P.M.-

located conveniently

(540) 942-3871

First Presbyterian Church
"Lifting up Christ, Building up people"
17. N. Court Square
FOR ADVANCED PARKING
AND FURTHER
INFORMATION CONTACT:

434*6551
-

ou ale invited to a teception boHolina colleae
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GARTH ROAD
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA
(804) 293-8 I 60
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ieiitice OH Sunday, Sep-temixei 11 tk.
Bible Study for college students beginning Sept. 17th at 9:45 a.m. in Room 211
Worship Services
Sunday School»
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9:45 a.m.
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A that-is-not-good-sportsmanship dart to the
varsity coach who yelled "get the f#*!# off the field,"
to one of his players who lay injured. I'd hate to hear
one of your pep talks.
Sent in by a loyal fan who is appalled by your
remark, yet relieved I do not run my butt off for you
Seven days a week only to be rewarded by that kind
of verbal abuse.

Pat,..

JMU's priorities are skewed

w

hen most of us were deciding which and pull out money for this new office that JMU
university to attend,""there were many things basically already had.
we were looking for in a school. Some
We don't understand why chemistry students have to
wanted the small-town atmosphere, some pay for their own lab vouchers now because there is no
wanted the beautiful campus, some wanted to go to money left, but we can afford a new office whose main
school in the South. There were many choices and purpose seems to be fulfilled by an office already in
decisions. One decision that probably never crossed a existence.
student's minds was, "I want to go to a university
JMU has submitted a proposal and lease agreement
whose main goal is to serve the community."
about leasing a vacant Demon's furniture store and
Students pay at least $8,500 to be here, and they have changing it to an off-campus, graduate-level housing
the right to expect the university to serve them first and complex.
the community second. The focus
JMU plans on doing this to help
of a university should be on the
improve the economy in downtown
student.
Isn't that
that its
its function?
function?
ident. Isn't
\ " ^?
, P f, i
/ Harrisonburg, luring shoppers
In the creation of the new Office light Of making JMU (X downtown and leading to more
of Economic Development, JMU
^J^^tU.
„„tj~m„th. ° 1 J
retail stores. Wouldn't iti I be better
has misdirected its focus from the
ilullunUlly ruflKtU
for Harrisonburg to grow naturally
student and moved it toward a univprutV
thp
VtudpnU*
without
JMU footing the bill?
focu^on helping the community 7"vtrAuy>j lfie StUOemS
,d ^
J iaea
.^ u.f kit were
ft wou
.
u
wouiu
oe aa g(
gooa
grow ad develop. While JMU's interests CIO not get lOSt being done because it would be a
administration and students should
in the mix and
"ice place for graduate students to
supp< the community they live
live.
ir i shouldn't come at the
JMU already serves the
excitement.
expe of the students.
Harrisonburg community more
T! purpose of the Office of
than it can imagine. Without JMU
h
lie Development, based in the College of there wouldn't be a Chili's, or a Victoria's Secret and
ir
.-d Science and Technology, is to connect JMU Express at Valley Mall. It even comes to question if
to H sonburg's economy by using the university's there even would be a Valley Mall without the
tech ogical resources to help strengthen the patronage of JMU students.
con
lity. The office will also serve as a liaison
The focus of a university should be on its students.
be)
i JMU and the local community.
We hope that in the light of making JMU a nationally
This seems very unusual because the College of ranked university, the students' interests do not get lost
Bus'- s was already home to the Center for Business in the mix and excitement.
ana
lernic Development. Sounds very similar.
1
v government requested the creation of this The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial board
<
is not providing any rrioney to fund the which consists of the editor, managing editor and the opinion
f 1
-1 must dig deep into its meager money pot editors.
Alison Boyce . . . editor Cyndy Liedtke .. . managing editor
Lisa Denny . . . opinion editor Shetri Eisenberg.. . asst. opinion editor
Letters to the editor should he no more thanra}words, columns should he no more
than 800 words, and both will he published on » space available basis. They must be
delivered to The Brfev by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breezt reserves the right to edit tor clarity and space.
Tiie opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper,
this <nrT, or Jam*
University.

An appreciated-and-well-deserved pat to all of our
JMU housekeepers during National Housekeeper's
Week. It's only appropriate we acknowledge all the
good, hard work our housekeepers perform day and
night. Have you thanked a housekeeper this week?
Sent in by an appreciative associate who is sure he
is speaking for the JMU campus community.
«m
__^.
MJ&lw'm**
A learn-how-to-drive dart to the person who
knocked my motorcycle over in the Commons and
then left Saturday night. It's nice to know my friends
saw your license plate. Come see me in apartment H
before I call the police.
Sent in by a student who appreciates his friends.
MTGL.

An appreciative pat to Hillary Wing-Lott for her
discussion Tuesday night on sexual harassment. It's
sad that there was not more participation from the
students on this campus.
Sent in by someone who is saddened by the apathy
demonstrated by the low turn out at events that don't
offer free food or sweaty athletes.

Dart...
A dart to anyone who hosts a party and does not
watch the keg like a hawk. We'd rather see you
sacrifice a little fun than lose another classmate to
unregulated drinking.
Sent in by a student who thought the Sept. 4 dart
was pretty petty.

Pat...
A pat to all those students who volunteer their time
during the weekend to improve the looks of the
campus and the community. While some students
litter the campus and some locals litter the streets and
highways, you help to keep the area clean and
beautiful.
Sent in by someone who likes to enjoy walking
around this city.
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LKTTEH TO THK EDITOR

Healing the bruises of life

Professor explains TA's boundaries;
grievance committee should be used

^You're going to learn from the icky things.'

To the Editor:
As coordinator for the history graduate program, I find it my
responsibility to respond to a concern expressed about a history
teacher's assistant on Monday in "Darts and Pats." Please note
that our graduate assistants are aware of what this department
considers as appropriate tutorial responsibilities.

It's Thursday morning and, as usual, we're all caught up in "anniversary" attached to them every year and a moment is
getting to the end of our TuesdayAThursday lectures so we can set aside for them. The fourth anniversary of my misfortune
enjoy our weekend in peace. But for some of the citizens and has brought you these words.
And sometimes the incident gets lost in the swirls and
denizens of this world, certain mornings are not greeted
inundations
of memory as new experiences demand more of
happily, and for me, this is one of those mornings.
Four years ago, on Sept. 14, 1991, my life came to a your attention. Everyone on this campus can tell me where
they were at the time of the
grinding halt. It stopped
Challenger disaster, but how
outright when the car I was
myy of you can actually tell
driving to work that morning
me the date, or even the year?
got into something of an
(Was it 1986?)
argument with another, and
Although my accident may be
it's safe to say both cars lost
— Rick Thompson
fading back in my mind, it's
the argument, and the
still a pretty strong presence in
occupants didn't fare too
my
life.
I
may
not
be
able
to
feel
the pain of the things I went
much better.
The result of breaking my nose and my cheekbone and through in the Medical College of Virgina trauma unit that
rudely asking two other people to join me in the hospital for the day, but here I sit, typing out a column based on the
next four days on that sunny summer September morning is a experience, hoping at least one person can gain some insight
tendency on my part to freak out about this time every year. from it.
There's a sense of urgency when these things actually
And I just thought I'd share.
I'm not sure what I hope the JMU community might gain by happen to you, and occasionally it helps to just lay it all out,
my sharing. I could spout some clicMj like "you have to learn perhaps to a friend, or a counselor, or just about anyone who
from your trauma," but, trust me on this, you're going to learn will listen (or read).
Perhaps I am trying to say that you should team from your
from the icky things in life whether or not I sit here and tell you
trauma, no matter how contrived it might sound.
to.
But as my college career has brought me into my senior year Anniversaries serve a purpose and that purpose is to
as a mass communication major, it's slowly becoming my job, remember. A lot of us on this campus and elsewhere have a
tendency to wish at times that we didn't have to deal with our
literally, to bother you with my thoughts.
Today, my thoughts are on that turning point in my life. memories, but we do.
And on Sept. 14,1 remember. I remember that I'm hicky
Looking back on that car accident, in which I careened head-on
enough
to still have a life to live. Some don't get that kind of
into the back of a vehicle attempting to make a left turn on
Route 1 in Hanover County, it's almost hard to grasp that it fortune when the trauma hits them in the face, and that gets
to me on this day. And I just wanted to share.
really happened.
Not too many things stand out in a person's mind for four
years. When they do.ihey suddenly get this grandiose term Rick Thompson is a senior mass communication major.

Guest Columnist

In a recent department orientation organized for our teaching
assistants, I warned against inappropriate conducts such as
sexual harassment and others similar to the concern expressed in
the statement in The Breeze. While it is not our policy to shut our
graduates up (after all, this is a free country), we in the history
department are aware of the proper channel students have to
express their views. Should your readers find our graduate
assistants misusing their position in the future, please, let them
be informed that the department of history has had a grievance
committee in place for a very long time. Issues brought before it
are taken seriously, and we are known to have taken appropriate
and satisfactory actions.
Dr. David Owusu-Ansah
history graduate coordinator

Difficulties in finding that perfect message
OK, it's the third week of school. Posters, are finally on the
wall, the fridge is stacked, and the only thing left to do is find
the perfect message for the answering machine.
For most freshmen this is the first time we've actually had
to concern ourselves with creating a personalized message. For
me, the whole answering machine situation is a first, since I
come from one of the few answering machine-deficient homes
left in the United States.
Now that it's finally my turn to come up with a message of
my own, the words just aren't there. So, for those of you who
are finding yourself in a similar situation, perhaps this will
help.
First, we must familiarize ourselves with common lingo
used in conjunction with message machines. One such word is
"record." While this word conventionally means to preserve
the sound of something, other factors intrude when using it as
a reference to answering machines. Background noises such as
flushing toilets and other possibly embarrassing sounds can be
immortalized before the sound of the beep, leaving would-be
message patrons less likely to want to talk to you. You can
remedy the problem by shouting your message at the top of
your lungs; not the best solution, but better than The Bathroom
Accompaniment
The use of the word "tone" or "beep" in your invitation
message could also cause worry and/or loss of sleep. Does the
word "tone" sound too intellectual or is "beep" too informal?
Yes, these questions plague us all, but really, it just depends on
your choice of invitation message.
Moving on, we can get acquainted with the types of
.answering machines we can buy. Some are more messagefriendly than others. They basically come in two types: the
kind which requires a tape and the digital kind, which doesn't.
For the more technical-minded machine buyers, the tapemachines are the best choice. They provide rewinding and tape
replacement options so these types of people can exercise their
technical knowledge and expertise. For those who are less
technical, the digital version seems to suffice. The only
knowledge required is how to push the play button (to receive
messages), delete button (to destroy incriminating or
embarrassing messages), skip button (for those undesired or
predictable messages) and repeat button (to hear particularly

Guest Columnist
— Laura Wade
entertaining long-awaited messages again and again.)
Now that we are well-versed with answering machine
terminology and certain activation techniques, we are ready to
devise a message.
There are about as many ways to develop messages as there
are answering machine brands. A common plan is to call
campus phone numbers to, in effect, steal other peoples'
message ideas. While this may take both time and a certain

amount of nerve, it will provide an array of message plans.
The first thing to remember when employing this idea is
that it must be executed at a time of day when many of the
numbers called will be unattended. Thus, you can harvest a
higher yield of message plans per time spent.
If someone does answer the random number you call, it is
important to remain calm. Hanging up, while a common
option, is too rude and impersonal considering the nature of
your quest.
It is a quest of knowledge, not of offense. No, the best

solution to the "someone answered the phone phenomena'
to pretend you're from a pizza restaurant confirming a
delivery.
Once you have accumulated a number of messages, they
must be categorized. Most messages will fall into one of four
broad categories: serious, desperate, obvious and comical.
The serious message is usually identified by the presence of
both the first and last names of the people to whom the number
belongs. It may also include the exact whereabouts of the
residents at that moment, as if you care. The desperate
message is an easily discernible plea for phone calls. They
make it obvious that the people living at the number receive
few calls and are horrified at the idea of missing a call, should
they get one. Voices on the machine are often distorted or
whiny in their attempt to appeal to the message-leaver's
calling frequency. They want people to call more often.
The obvious message is exactly what the name implies.
Often these messages will say, "Sorry, we're not able to
answer right now," or "Call us back at another time." Both,
painfully evident to the caller, and not exactly the best
incentive to lead people to call again.
The last category, and the most preferable is the comical
category. Those who have devised a comical message on their
machine can expect more people to call and leave messages.
The comical message can also be perceived as a status symbol.
If you have one, you are creative, and probably well-liked,
which means you are never at home. This maximizes your
need for an answering machine in the first place.
Once you have decided on a message pty, whether it be
"borrowed" or original, try it out on some friends. This way, if
it's bad, you can avoid further embarrassment, and if it's good,
you can bask in the popularity of your newly found hobby. (By
now it can be called a hobby because of the time involved in
creating it) You can also serve as a counselor to those having
answering machine problems or message anxiety.
All in all, having an answering machine of your own may
seem like a relief and a newly found freedom. But like most
new freedoms, it comes with its problems. Mainly, what to say
at the sound of the beep.
Laura Wade is a freshman mass communication major.
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South High
Street: a welltraveled road

Get loose with the Moose
Six sarcastic guys and the CD that almost wasn't

by Rick Thompson
_

staff writer
Fried Moose is now entering that
hallowed territory paved by Everyihing, Full
Stop and Halfshell, among others, krxjwn as
the JMU-bands-that-have-relea^
fulllength-CD territory.
"304 Old South High," available S <&'. 15.
is a decent dehur effort, if a little raw at
times. It brings together a loose colleciion of
jazz, country blues and a sort of southern
rock to create something in the Virginia
country funk/folk genre, if you believe in
such a thing, and is really directed toward
such an audience.

The last thing I can hear on my interview
tape is the band deciding whether or not to go
through with a scheduled practice. They
grumble amongst themselves for a moment
before drummer John Dinsmore chimes in,
"Let's play. I mean, we're here."
It is perhaps this exact phrase that sums up
the philosophy of Harrisonburg's own Fried
Moose.
The band's first CD, "304 Old South High,"
is coming out this week and even amid a flurry
of sporty new T-shirts and promo posters, the
members of the band refuse to take themselves
too seriously. Ironically, though, it is precisely
that attitude that has kept the Moose together
these past few years.

Style
Commentary

RKVIKVV
*^*^K the CD is
of styles that, as is
T>visational granolau a good label for it

^B

— Mark Sutton

PHOTO COURTESY OF FRIED MOOSE
(I to r) Chris Gagen, Cecil Conley, Chris Bishopp, Jim Wingo, John Dinsmore and
Rob BuMngton of local band Fried Moose. Their first CD, '304 Old South High,' will
be on sale Sept. 15 at local stores Including Town & Campus and The Little Grill.

Walking into a room filled with these
Moose is like diving into an ocean of sarcasm.
When asked where they first met, Dinsmore
As a matter of fact, the motivation for relieved the hardest days of CD production are
quips, "in a gay bar," to which they all laugh recording a CD came out of a collective desire long behind.
A spark of recognition comes over
and eventually narrow it down to sometime • to break up. They just didn't feel like playing
around the time they played a party in the together anymore, but they didn't want their Dinsmore's face and he bolts up the stairs only
backyard of 304 where Dinsmore and singer efforts to go to waste, so they decided to to return a few seconds later with a pile of Tshirts. The room is all smiles as they inspect the
and guitar player Chris Bishopp lived. There record.
In the recording process, the band thickness of their "Beefy-Ts."
are few specifics here.
With Dinsmore and Conley handling the
Those were uncertain days for the Moose. individually discovered that they were indeed
Bishopp described the formation of the band as enjoying themselves and decided to stay business and Gagen in charge of production,
the songwriting is left mostly to Bishopp and
"a long, hard process. We were just like, 'hey, together.
The project was a totally independent one . Bullington.
can you play guitar?' and eventually it just
They are modest concerning their
that took a little over a year to finish. The band
happened."
The band spent the next two years played all the music, and Chris Gagen, singer contributions, though. "I bitch and make sure
performing in fraternity basements and making and keyboards, did most of the mixing. They all nobody has too good a time," Bishopp says
periodic appearances at JM's, The Little Grill agree that they did not quite know what they when asked about his purpose.
Though Bishopp and Bullington bring songs
and various houses around town. Once they were in for, as they were virgins to the
paid for a keg at The Greenhouse just for a recording scene. They found the process a bit to the band, it takes the effort and inspiration
from all six Moose to birth a new tune. Conley
tedious.
chance to play in front of an audience.
"It's like watching a small child put the says, "Somebody comes in with an idea, and it
When asked about their favorite venue they
all agree on the place: Crackhouse Halloween right shape into the right hole," Bullington says sort of becomes its own thing. Everybody gets
in a rare moment of silence. "I mean, you're some creative input, and eventually the music
parties.
Fried Moose's sound is probably best fascinated with the learning process but, man, just becomes itself." He holds his hand in front
of him as if to say voila! as the room fills with
described as natural, but they are careful to it's just a shape and another shape."
Another analogy well-done, Bullington is oohs and ahs of mock astonishment and silly
avoid the "hippie-music" stereotype. Their
musical philosophy is based on the idea of praised and I am instructed to include his dreamlike noises.
Underneath the sarcasm is a clear sense of
going wherever the music takes them. Bishopp words.
In producing the CD, the band felt the pride that is revealed when talking about their
describes the sound as "a big house with a lot
of different rooms." He says. Those rooms are difficulty of, as Gagen puts it, "working with Harrisonburg origins.
"We wanted to make this CD pretty local,
like all our different styles, but at the same six mouths." This kind of creative turmoil is
time, there's a Moose way of doing things. enough to throw a wrench in the works of any obviously, with the name [a local address]; we
put pictures of our friends and where we've
We've got a fun room, a blues room, a country plan.
When times got tough, they looked to lived and stuff like that in the CD because we
room, a jazz room."
The room fills with laughter and Bishopp is Dinsmore to keep things together. The CD was wanted to push that idea a little bit," Bishopp
congratulated on his house-analogy, which originally his brainchild, and the rest of the says. "We want people to know that we're from
vocalist and guitar player Rob Bullington take a band agreed that his easy-going personality and here and this is what we do."
Bullington says, "I think this environment
little further. "And there's a big pool table right natural sense of rhythm have kept the band in
has been conducive to our development as a
check both on and off the stage.
in the middle."
Dinsmore and bassist Cecil Conley make up band — a lot of beautiful scenery and not much
The general uproar, for a moment, drowns
out the dialogue on the television where they the business side of Fried Moose. Conley is the to do."
Fried Moose has no immediate plans for
are watching the old Bun Lancaster version of founder of Crystal Wizardry Productions,
"Wyatt Earp." A single ceiling fan turns slowly which has organized a series of festivals at another CD. Instead, they will be concentrating
above and I cannot help but notice the huge Clifford Park, where the Moose is holding a on improving their live play, a pleasant rarity in
brown cobweb which has collected in the top CD release party on Sept. 16. Conley's this age of contrived music. For although they
promotional experience was a huge help to the love their native Harrisonburg, it is the desire to
left corner of the room.
move beyond it and play elsewhere that helps
Fried Moose, sans Jim Wingo, sax and flute band.
In dealing with the details of putting out a them stick together. But for now, they are here,
player, are lounged in various seats around the
room all facing this reporter who saw that CD, though, he quickly discovered that the and for now, they will play.
Fried Moose's CD "304 Old South High"is
"first" show at Old South High but had too band's business was just as "Moosified" as
available at Town <fi Campus Records, Touch
their music.
many Tequila shots to listen closely.
"I would send the guy [doing the CD jacket the Earth jand The Little Grill, among other
What at first seemed to be a passing fancy
for these guys has somehow turned into and promotional posters] a letter with regional stores. Also planned is a World Wide
something serious. And nobody is more instructions, and Cecil would send a letter Web home page, due up in three to four weeks.
.surprised than the members of the band telling him the exact opposite," Dinsmore says. For any information about the band, contact
The band again lets out a aeHectwe guffaw, John at (540yf33-^21A".■':.':.'.'.'■'•'".'.
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Perhaps in the future, when Fried Moose
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Strolling around campus
may get the tranquil feeli
beholding the vivid beauty c
shrubbery at every turn.
"It's like everywhere you
Cathy Schafer said.
From myriads of red a
geraniums and roses, flowers
Those who frequent the I
ones to realize the aesthetic
books widely acclaim the sigl
The Princeton Review Slu
describs the campus as "srjra
"if you love flowers and shtul
Media Relations Direc
combination of excellent aCa
the beauty of the campus fco
rate university.
'The landscaping is srim
JMU," he said. "We do avj
proud of the work the ground
The groundskeepers wort
campus looks. Landscaping S
He described the eight-l
planting, mulching, mowfaij
abundant foliage, around cajn|
"Our job is unique becfiu
people — we want to creatia
comfortable," Cardin said. I
While trimming the bu$h<
Chad Churchman said he 4nj
so well-maintained.
"I love working here tec
order," Churchman said.
According to Professor ol
array of bright colors which) tl
to the overall happiness of )tu
home gardens or just by hcfcii
"People like a variety c
stimulating and interesting ti
said.
Although it would be dlff
grounds, some students sa|d
costs an excessive amount of i
"The flowers are pretty an<
too much money on them," Be
JMU recently participate)
which involved calculating he
per acre on landscaping.
JMU spends less money
universities in JMU's categor
land-size. JMU competes v
Wichita State University (KJ
College in Pennsylvania, Unh
of New York at Oswego, ace
facilities management operatic
SUNY-Oswego was the on
money than JMU.
According to the figure cj
$2,200 for the each of the 472
$900,000 annually for facilit
the funds spent on roads, side
tools used such as lawnmowe
money allotted toward the pla

Rowers, like the one above, have a tremedous part in making
campus beautiful. The department of facilities management
allots just under $20,000 annually for the purchasing and
planting of flowers. The beds of flowers (top right) like the ones
in front of Wilson Hall are more aesthetically pleasing and
cheaper to maintain than the raised beds which were formerly on
this spot. The Department of Facilities Management is currently
undergoing a project to decrease spending on flowers.
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STORY BY CHRISTY PITRELLI
PHOTOS BY MEUSSA PALLADINO
-'
npus during the fall and spring months, one
feeling of being in a botanical paradise,
)uiy of brightly colored flower beds and lush
« you go, there's a flower bed," sophomore
red and yellow tulips to Easier flowers,
owers are everywhere at JMU.
the blossom-filled campus are not the only
ihetic beauty of the JMU campus, as guide
ie sights.
» Student Access Guide to the Best Colleges
"sprawling and country club-like," and said,
I shrubbery, this is the place to be."
Director Fred Hilton is convinced the
n academic facilities and faculty, along with
us contribute to JMU's reputation as a first> vjmething that contributes enormously to
lo averything first-class, and we should be
rounds people do."
,
«ork hard and feel proud of how nice the
)ing Supervisor Roy Cardin said.
ight-hour days the groundskeepers spend
owing, watering, trimming and edging the
I catnpus.
t
because of the impression our work has on
eat^ a home environment to make people feel
id
bushes outside Wayland Hall, groundsman
lie dnjoys working in an environment that is

than $20,000, according to Auckland. "Even though we may spend a
little more on planting than other schools, our overall budget is lower
than other schools," he said. Auckland compared the $20,000
planting expenditure to the investment of buying a truck.
He added the overall planting budget has decreased by about
$6,000 during the past five years, and facilities management is
hoping to continue this trend. "Our intent is to improve visual image
while lowering our expenses," he said. "Our landscapers are very
excited about their success so far."
—
According to Hilton, the landscaping funds come out of the $137
million operating budget
for total expenses
of running the^
schoolSeveral

re t ccause everything is kept very well in
so: of Psychology James Benedict, the vast
liclj ihe landscaping provides may contribute
of students, either by conjuring up images of
helping them feel relaxed.
ietJ of colors and textures — it's more
ling to see different shapes and colors," he
c difficult to deny the natural beauty of the
; said they feel such elaborate landscaping
ni of money.
ly and nice to look at, but I think they spend
n," senior Melissa Anderson said.
:ipated in a national bench-marking project
mg how much money each university spends
oney on landscaping than five of the six
liegory, composed of universities of similar
:tes with Northern Michigan University,
y (Kan.), University of Denver, Dickinson
, University of Virginia and State University
), according to James Auckland, director of
>erations.
"
he only school in the category to spend less
ure calculated for the project, JMU spends
ie 472 acres on campus, amounting to about
acilities management. This figure includes
, sidewalks, trash removal and the values of
mowers and utility vehicles. The amount of
be planting of flowers and shrubbery is less
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landscaping
designers,
facilities managers
and a landscaping architect
conduct an on-going landscaping assessment plan in which they
closely examine what was done in previous years while devising new
ways to keep the campus beautiful for less money, according to
Auckland.
Such efforts included planting flowers in linear rather than oblong

\Y|'. |.

beds along the Quad and near Wilson Hall, which create a longer
line of color while being easier to maintain. In addition, the grounds
people use preemergence, a treatment that prevents the growth of
weeds, thus reducing labor, Auckland said.
Future landscaping plans include the replacement of some of the
"globs" of flowers along Hillcrest House and Gibbons Hall with
trees, which are easier to maintain and provide a pleasant backdrop
to the flowers, Auckland said.
Flowers seem to spring up in even bigger bunches during times
when JMU hosts guided tours, freshman orientation and Parents'
Weekend. "We spruce up the campus when we have lots of visitors
and take extra special steps just as students probably clean up their
rooms on Parents' Weekend," Hilton said.
Jessea Gabbin, admissions office tour coordinator assistant, said
the strikingly vibrant landscaping of the campus helps entice
prospective students to come to JMU as well as pleases their parents.
"They're amazed at the landscaping — I've been to several
universities, and JMU exceeds them in landscaping," Gabbin said.
As students marvel at the array of different flowers and plants
surrounding them, they may be tempted to take some of that beauty
with them.
'The flowers are so beautiful that sometimes I want to pick one,
but I know that's bad," junior Bonnie Brown said.
A student caught picking a flower, trampling through the flower
beds or removing a whole plant will be charged criminally under the
state code with damage of state property, according to Robert Baker,
campus police investigator. If convicted, the charged person could
face up to 40 hours of probation in the form of community service,
most likely working on landscaping, as well as paying for the cost of
replacing the damaged foliage, according to Baker.
"People put forth a lot of pride and money to maintain the campus
— if everyone picked a flower, there wouldn't be any flowers left,"
Baker said.
While campus police frequently receive complaints from grounds
people about students damaging the landscape, only about a halfdozen students are actually caught per year, according to Baker.
Although students are not allowed to physically take away from
the landscape, they can admire and learn from it, according to
Associate Professor of biology Janet Winstead, who often takes
students from her general botany class around campus to teach them
about the wealth of flowers and plants nature offers. She said she
finds this is more effective than looking at the plants in books.
"Nothing can take the place of the real thing," she said.
After spending long hours in the closed quarters of classrooms,
offices or residence halls, students and faculty often find the outdoor
beauty of the campus refreshing.
"I love to look at the beautiful flower bed from my office window
— our campus is just beautiful," Winstead said.
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Freshmen... No Car?
Bike Need Work?

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Desperado
Motion Picture Soundtrack

Tune-up Price Only S25.00
Includes Pickup and Delivery
24 hr. turn around in most cases

Cool Breeze
Cyclery &
Fitness

1550 E. Market St.
(by Wilderness Voyagers)
433-0323

^ SKI & SKATE
i Check Out the New Inventory Arriving This Season
'7?B~$12£$8&$13S$8,S.$13??
DOLLY PARTON
Something Special

ICOLUNRAYE 1
IThinkAboutVbu

FAITH 4
EVANS ■
I.VIP :'.»,: II da'.i

Skate & Hockey CUnics: Saturday 12:00 p.m. & Sunday 1:00 p.m.

Call for details • 433-7201

1

BAD BOY

'75.H3S $8S.*13S '8S.M3S?
MARK COLLIE
Tennessee Plates

VARIOUS ARTISTS

The Show
Motion Picture Sountrack

Big PreSeason Ski Sale
OCT. 6-9, Parent's Weekend

$788 $4088 $088 $^|88 $Q88 $^|88

New Ski Packages From $149
New Boot From $69

VALLEY MALL, Harrisonburg 432-1797

Hours: Open Mon. - Sat. 10-7
Sun. 11-5
51-D Burgess Rd./Next To Shoney's Rt. 33E

I TAPE

tdmCD

©TAPE

IWCD

KjCD

DISC JOCKEY
music stores

J

^TAPE
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Student actors put modern touch to classic, create new appeal
by James Biligiham
contributUifj writer
If you have any free time between tonight
land Sept. 16, go out and see a play. If you do
■not have any particular play in mind, let me
Isuggest John Steinbeck's "Of Mice and Men."

REVIEW
Directed by senior Mark Rowan, one half of
[the production team that both produces and
[directs the play, "Of Mice and Men" will be
I performed in the Presbyterian Campus Ministry
Icourtyard of the Medical Arts complex on
I Harrison Street. The play is performed by the
IjMU acting troupe, The Mad Players.
The actors received the scripts in the early
[summer, so they had ample time to learn their
I lines and rehearse by themselves, but it wasn't
Iuntil school started that they had a chance to
Irehearse together as a troupe.
At the dress rehearsal Tuesday night,, the
■lack of rehearsal time became apparent in the
■first act. There were some short silences which
[seemed to indicate missed lines and
[memorization problems, but after a flawless
■second act, the only possible explanation was
Inerves.
With the first show tonight at 8 p.m., the cast
Isfems ready to perform.
i Having to act as well as do the work of the
[crew, the actors had their work cut out for
Itflem. The sets were built and set up by both the
[actors and the producers to make production
elf-sufficient. In addition to doing a great job
n set-production, the actors also do a good job
playing the parts, even with the short rehearsal
time.

vTwo of the best performances came from the
actors playing the two main characters, George
'and Lennie. George, played by sophomore
Michael Raybould, and Lennie, played by
junior Andrew Huff, are two young men whose
dream is to start a farm. Lennie is mildly
retarded, and George acts as his father figure.
Huff turns in a powerful performance and

clearly shows the child-like innocence and lack
of maturity that causes Lennie to get himself
into trouble. Huff does a great job
communicating Lennie's naivete' that gives him
a false sense of security during the play.
Raybould is also convincing as George, the
father figure who is torn between his love for
Lennie and his desire to experience normality

MELISSA CAMPBELUstqffphotogi
Justin Smith and Howard Krleger rehearse 'Of Mice and Men' Tuesday night.
120 University Blvd.
Harrisonburg.VA 22801

pher

in his life. He cares too much for Lennie and
ends up staying with him, despite the trouble
Lennie gets them into.
Raybould's ability to depict believable
emotions adds to his performance and to the
play. His fits of anger and bouts of sadness
relay to the audience just how much George
loves Lennie and how he cannot go anywhere
without him.
The central theme and focus of the play
converge in the opening of the second act.
Lennie wanders into the room of the farmhand.
Crooks.
Junior Chipper Cooke, who plays Crooks in
the play, describes his character as a man who'
is supposed to be a stereotypical black,
uneducated farm hand, but is a wise man who is
well-read and grounded in reality. Crooks acts
as an element of foreshadowing, which is
important to the continuity of the play.
Other performances of note were turned in
by Justin Loranze Smith, who played one of the
head farm hands, and senior John Guarino, who
played the one-handed Whit. Both characters
were used to bring in news from the outside so
the audience would have an idea of the
happenings around the farm. Their
commentaries and gossip were instrumental in
establishing the ingredients for some of the
play's conflict.
The PCM courtyard of the Medical Arts
building is a new and interesting place to stage
plays. Unlike a traditional theater, where the
audience is around the action, the courtyard
setting gives a chance for the play to surround
the audience, as in "Of Mice and Men."
The outdoor setting is also a treat. The open
air creates a less formal, more relaxed mood. It
is a unique place to spend a night outside
enjoying a great performance.
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Career
Fair
Segtember^l^99^
OLDE, America's Full Discount Broker5" , is looking for motivated people
to establish a career in the stock brokerage business.

OLDE offers:
4-12 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits

Welcome Back
3MU Students!!!

If you possess excellent communication skills, general market knowledge
and the desire to excel, see us at the Career Fair on September 21, 1995.
If you are unable to attend the Career Fair call:
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrockers
1800 937-0606 N^o^ Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

Chad's Motor Car Co. invites you to stop by and see our
fine line of previously owned vehicles. We realize the
importance ot dependable, reliable transportation for your
needs and we guarantee you that service. Be sure to ask
about your fijg vacation package (Great for Spring Break)
when purchasing your vehicle from us. Stop by and see the
real, live "Chad" (bull dog) at our location that was
featured on your 1992 football "Bad To The Bone" poster.

MCKL
oiD FASHIONED
SCREAM PAR^

Bank Financing Available
1

Featuring...

"We guarantee complete satisfaction
Mon - Wed, Fri 9-9
Tues - Thurs, Sat 9-6

We Buy
Sell
Trade
* t * p i

433-3495

*• . m

.

i

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Also Free
Pick-Up & Drop
Off Delivery

jrfOLDE

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Mcn*rr NTCMKJ SffC

4080 EVELYN BYRD AVE.
HARRISONBURG
(540)434-4391
OPEN: MON. - FRI. 7:30 a.m. -10 p.m.
SAT. 9 a.m. - 10 p.m.
SUN. 2 p.m. - 9 p.m.

'

KROG ER]
RT. 33 (E. MARKET ST.)

Gotmrva Coffee By:
VALLEY
MALL

i .N \ttXitf

RED
lOBSTfcR

m

cortat OMnwuuo

START YOUR DAY OFF
RIGHT WITH A FRESH
BAKED PASTRY AND
COFFEE...AND ASK ABOUT
OUR BREAKFAST CLUB!!
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Come in and check out how to get free subs, canohs, T-shirts, etc.

DELIVERY AVAILABLE!
(2 Sub Minimum)

Monday - Thursday 10 a.m. - 9 p.mM
Friday - Saturday 10 a.m. -10 p.m.,
Sunday 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

433-4090

Skyline Village (near Rack & Sack)
Bus Routes 1 & 7A
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IRONICALLY THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

I
I

1
Can't afford to save for retirement? The truth is,you
can't afford not to. Not when you realize that your
retirement can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want to
live at least as comfortably then as you do now. And that
takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take advantage of tax
deferral and give your money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: Set aside just $100 each month beginning at
age 30 and you can accumulate over $172,109* by the time
youi reach age 65. But wait ten years and you'll have to
budget $219 each month to reach the same goal.

If you're really concerned
about your health, rive your safety
belt a workout. It's the best
exercise we know- to keep you
and your medical costs from going through the roof.

Even if you're not counting the years to retirement, you
can count on TIAA-CREF to help you build the future you
deserve-with flexible retirement and tax-deferred annuity
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a
record of personal service that spans 75 years.
Over 1.7 million people in education and research put
TIAA-CREF at the top of their list for retirement planning.
Why not join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is to build a secure
tomorrow'when you have time and TIAA-CREF working
on your side.

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.

m
YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY."
BUCKLE YOUR SAFEH Bai

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.s

\

X
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•AM*miH* m UltnM ran tf 7% mdiu) I* TIAA fUtirrmml Amtuttitt Tiu nt/r u u#?,*i/ty te *b* \btpm*r aiufrfltrt o(m*f**iifuy. i+nr #■ hifbr mlu *
pnshtie fry Mtrtnt result*. CREFarlifualtJ art distributed by TIAA- CrU'I' /nJhiJuet an) IiutiluUcnal SttvlttJ.
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Cutting all the fat out of a
diet isn't necessary to shed
those unwanted pounds
by Kara Ogktree
staff writer
Fat. The word conjures up images of greasy "It's a nutrient. When we
globs oozing from a cheeseburger, seeping into completely deny our bodies
already oily trench fries.
that nutrient, they will crave
Many people fear fat and can go overboard it."
manipulating their diets to avoid it, according
According to Morrison, bodies
to JMU Nutritionist Michele Cavoto. "We deprived of fat can eventually suppress
have a fat-free obsession on this campus: If low hormone production and develop vitamin
fat is good, no fat is better. It's a fallacy," deficiencies. If individuals do not
Cavoto said.
consume enough fat or calories, they can
Linda Morrison, a dietitian at Rockingham lower their metabolisms and suffer from
Memorial Hospital Nutritional Services, said, depression.
"It's what I call going off the deep end looking
Healthy ways to reduce fat without
for every bit of fat."
completely cutting it from a diet include
According to Cavoto, eliminating all foods eating lean beef, skinless poultry and lowcontaining fat only leads to cravings and fat cheeses, Morrison said. She used peanut
eventual binges. Instead of fighting that urge to butter as an example of a very healthy, higheat an Oreo or an ice cream cone, Cavoto fat food.
recommended indulging every once in a while.
Although there's no such thing as a
•"Eat it, and enjoy it Don't obsess about it," "healthy" super fudge brownie, individuals
shfc said. "There isn't any food that should be with a sweet tooth can trim some fat out of
fofbidden from a healthy diet. Not cheesecake, their diets by substituting ingredients while
not chocolate, not'pizza, not cheese." The key baking.
is moderation.
Godwin Wellness Center Coordinator
"Personally, I wonder if we set ourselves up Julie Wallace said, "A lot of people shy
for these cravings by limiting fat," Cavoto said.
see FAT page 20

JASON STKAh-PETERS/contributinx photographer
Freshman Dan O'Banks eats right with a salad and sandwich Tuesday near Hillcrest.

Laziness is no excuse on a
health-driven campus
by Paula Finkelstein
contributing writer
With the start of a new Rowers, treadmills and Nord! ; racks,
semester, students are according to Godwin Wellness Center
looking for quick and easy Coordinator Julie Wallace.
ways to fit exercise into
Junior Allyson Harmon said she uses weight
their schedules. It may not machines at the wellness center. "I enjoy
be as hard as it seems with all
weights for a change from aerobic exercise, and
the physical activities available it helps that it's free and available whenever I
at JMU.
need it"
Between Godwin Wellness
According to a class information sheet
Center and Hillside Fitness available in Godwin and Hillside centers, in
Center, several different Deep Water Exercise, each participant is given
kinds of aerobic a belt that serves as a flotation device designed
classes and strength- to keep the person's head above water.
building machines
"The water provides resistance to muscular
are offered to movement, and it places minimal stress on the
students, faculty body's joints," according to the information
and staff in sheet
search of
Wallace said, "Fitness assessments, nutrition
regular
analysis and basic exercise suggestions are
exercise.
available in the center by appointment."
For
Students, faculty and staff must attend an
people
orientation prior to use of the facility. The
who
orientation includes a 45-minute hands-on
enjoy
session with a lifestyle assistant in which "the
aerobics.
basic how-tos of equipment use are covered,"
Hillside
Wallace said. A lifestyle assistant gives
offeis a variety of equipment orientation to familiarize users with
classes taught the equipment and help them use it safely.
AMY ALVAtlEY/staffartisi
by
JMU
Wallace recommended walking, aerobics,
students. These Deep Water Exercise and Step 45 "for anyone
include Step Aerobics, High/Low Aerobics, who wants to start seeing results rather
Fatburn, Step/Slide and Abdominals.
quickly."
Three classes added to the schedule this
She also advised designing a regular
semester include Definition Dynamics, Step 45 exercise plan and setting realistic goals in order
and Total Body Conditioning, according to to stay motivated and enthusiastic.
sophomore Angie Barger, an aerobics instructor
"As for creative ways to get exercise," she
at Hillside.
said, "walk to and from class and take the stairs
Definition Dynamics is designed to help instead of an elevator."
participants develop and maintain muscular
While she promoted variety in an exercise
strength and endurance through muscular plan for maximum results, "it depends on
conditioning, Barger said. Weights and other somebody's goals."
resistance equipment are used to work the
She also said exercise videos can be good "if
major muscle groups.
you don't have a lot of time." She
"Step 45 is a condensed version of the hour- recommended using videos certified by the
long step class," Barger said. "It includes a American Council on Exercise or the
seven-minute warm-up, 30 minutes of step International Dance and Exercise Association.
aerobics and an eight-minute cooldown.
Besides the wellness center, Godwin offers
"Total Body Conditioning is more of an other recreational outlets, such as the weight
athletic workout," Barger said. It is an room in Godwin Hall, rm. 218, featuring free
integrated cardiovascular and conditioning weights. Universal equipment, a Lifecycle and
workout. Steps, slides, weights and jump ropes a Lifestep, Wallace said.
make up this conditioning during the class.
The Issue Room in Godwin Hall, rm. 123,
Hillside is open at various times each day, offers a variety of equipment that can be
and a fall schedule of classes is posted outside checked out with a valid JAC.
the door. No appointments are necessary to
Items available include basketballs, baseball
participate, but class sizes are limited, so bats, softballs, weight belts, soccer balls,
everyone is encouraged to sign up 15 to 30 footballs, kickboards, flippers, jump ropes,
minutes prior to classes.
racquetball and tennis rackets, and outdoor
According to the What's Up in Rec? guide, volleyball nets. Most equipment is free with a
more than 60 classes are offered each week at JAC, while a few require a deposit, according
Hillside.
/
to the What's Up in Rec? guide.
Junior Heather Mitchell said-she regularly
If that's not enough to keep students busy,
attends step class at Hillside to help maintain other recreational activities are listed in the
fitness.
What's Up in Rec? guide available in Godwin
"Most students here are into exercise, and and Hillside centers.
JMU helps facilitate that to the best of its
The Outing Center in Godwin Hall, rm. 123,
abilities. Plus, the class times are convenient," offers limited equipment available for
she said.
checkout, such as backpacks, canteens, coolers,
For anyone interested in alternate physical sleeping bags and tents, for anyone who enjoys
activities. Godwin houses several. From Deep hiking and camping as a form of exercise.
Water Exercise at Savage Natatorium to
JMU also has student-organized sports clubs
Stairmasters at the wellness center, a variety of funded by the Office of Recreational Activities,
exercise is offered to keep people busy.
according to senior Amy Radigan, a lifestyle
The wellness center features Cybex strength
equipment. Lifecycles, Lifesteps.. Concept II
-c
see BCCUStpsge 2p
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Fat

continued from page 19

away from old recipes that have been
changed, but they can be very good."
Examples
of
fat-smart
substitutions include replacing one
whole egg with two egg whites,
using skim milk instead of whole and
substituting nonfat yogurt for sour
cream.
Instead of calculating calories and
fat grams. Cavoto said people need to
focus on improving the overall
quality of their diets. The Food
Guide Pyramid, an outline suggesting
dailf intake of the five food groups,
should guide individuals' choices
toward a more healthy, low-fat diet.
Wallace also endorses the Food
Guide Py ■ 'id, supported by the
Department of Agriculture. "In trying
u cm fat. many
people
don't

righ

^

food in general. They need to
look to the Food Guide Pyramid a
lot," Wallace said.
The pyramid calls for six to 11

'

■

grain servings, a minimum of five
fruit and vegetable servings, two to
three dairy servings and two to three
servings of meat and nuts daily. But
since every body metabolizes
calories differently, no magic fat
gram number exists.
Generally, Cavoto recommends
consuming 30 to 50 fat grams a day.
Characteristics such as height,
weight, sex and activity level affect
the range of fat gram intake.
Another basic guideline Cavoto
supports is to eat an average of 30
percent of calories from fat or
slightly less. But'a calculator isn't
required to reach this balance.
Instead of topping off a
cheeseburger with a heap of French
fries, Cavoto recommended
substituting pretzels or another lowfat side dish.
But eating an
entire box of fatfree cookies
cannot
be
rationalized
because it's
fat-free.
Artificially
fat-free foods
often remain
high in calories,
and
some
\L\\RS.YIstaffartisi
actuany have
more calories
than the original version, according
to Morrison.
Reduced-fat, rather than fat-free,

t

-

*

.

'

'

products are often the best bet for
lowering fat intake because they
retain much of a food's original
flavor, Morrison said.

However,
Cavoto
said,
"Americans have more fat-free, lowfat products than ever, and the
average American is 10 pounds

heavier than they were 20 years ago.
Those fat-free products are not
helping us win the battle of the
bulge."

JASON STAAB-PETERS/awWriiw/m/? photographer
Freshman Jung Kim, sophomore Jennifer Pak and senior Colin Pine relax near Mall on Tuesday
afternoon with a healthy lunch. Eating healthy is one way to get trim.

Excuse

continued from page 19

assistant at the wellness center.
-% Students can participate for free in
any of the following: bowling,
caving, field hockey, martial arts,
lacrosse, rugby, soccer, volleyball,
outing, scuba diving, ski racing, tae
kwon do, water polo and softball,
Radigan said.
Intramurals are offered to all
student organizations, residence
halls, fraternities and sororities on a
group or individual basis.
Intramural sporting events include
softball. tennis, volleyball, hockey,
golf, racquetball, badminton, table
tennis, basketball and swimming.
Activities are both coed and single
sex.
No matter what form of exercise
people choose, "It is important to
exercise and use equipment
correctly," Radigan said.
"If you just want to improve your
health.Jt's good to do any physical
activity at a moderate rate for 30
minutes, most days of the week."
In order to lose weight, steadily
"frfcrease the exercise to 40 to 60
minutes, four to six times a week.
"And any physical activity is better
than none." Radigan said.
The wellness center's hours are
Monday through Thursday, 7 a.m.-II
p.m.; Friday, 7 a.m.-9 p.m.;
Saturday, 12-6 p.m.; Sunday, 1-9
p.m. The schedule of classes and
aerobics offered in Hillside is posted
outside the door of the center.

T-OCIAS

KYLE BUSS/staff photographer

Sophomores Lea Murphy, serving, and Lettie Smith play racquetball to maintain fitness Tuesday evening in Godwin Hall.

needs a guy and a gal to be ke said/ske said writers for a

twice-morvtkly column. S>e~nd us about 200 words on datincj. Be
funny, be serious, be clean. Due by 5 p.m., Sept. 21 at Tke Breeze
in tke ;Antkony-Seeger basement. V~o^ mo\*e. info, call us at x6729«
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SPORTS
Dukes prepare for weekend showdown
JMU hopes to come out with guns blazing against No. 1 McNeese State Cowboys
by Steve IVout
contributing writer
It could be considered a clash of
titans.
JMU, ranked sixth in the Division
I-AA poll, takes on the No. 1 team in
the country, McNeese State
University, at Bridgeforth Stadium
on Sept. 16 at 6 p.m.
The matchup is the first of the
season between two teams as highly
ranked as the Dukes and Cowboys,
as well as the first-ever meeting
between the two teams.
The last time JMU played a topranked Division I-AA team was on
Sept. 26. 1992 at Youngstown State
University. The Dukes pulled off an
upset, outgunning the Penguins 5249 under former head coach Rip
Scherer.
The Dukes, coming off an
emotional 24-17 win at the College
of William & Mary, hope to stay
undefeated. This, however, will not
be easy. McNeese State is a team
stacked with speed, power and talent.
"They have an all-around good
football team. ... It will be
interesting to see if we can hold up
under that kind of performance,"
JMU head coach Alex Wood said.
Perhaps the Cowboys' two most
dangerous threats are quarterback
Kerry Joseph and running back
Henry Fields, both seniors.

Joseph, who leads the Southland
Conference in passing efficiency
with a 150.3 rating, passed for more
than 2,000 yards last season. In the
Cowboys' two games this year, he
has amassed 353 passing yards.
Fields, who rushed for 1,100
yards last season, was a McNeese
State standout in last week's 45-10
victory over Southeastern Oklahoma.
tie ran for 132 yards on only 14
carries and scored three touchdowns.
In order for the Dukes to stop
these offensive weapons, the defense
will have to put in a performance
similar to its effort last week.
"We [the defense] are going to
have to step up and turn out another
performance like William & Mary ..
. and hopefully a little better than
that," Wood said.
The offense must also rise to meet
the challenge of facing a stingy
Cowboy defense.
"It is a big game, but we are not
doing anything different than we did
with William & Mary or Morgan
State," junior tight end Ed Perry said.
"They are fast just like us. They are
as big as us. They are no different."
Senior quarterback Mike Cawley
has the job of leading the offense
against the Cowboys and said he is
anxious to greet the challenge.
"We are excited but not nervous.
We are just trying to practice hard,
work on our game plan and get it

ready for Saturday," Cawley said.
"Of course, it is exciting to play the
top-ranked team ... but we step up
every week — regardless of the
opponent."
Cawley, who led the Dukes to 18
fourth-quarter points in their
comeback victory over the Tribe,
said he is confident about JMU's
chances of emerging victorious.
"A lot of guys around here have
played in a lot of games, and there's
no question we can win [this one),"
Cawley said.
Senior tailback Rhadshaun Miles
said, "I don't think anyone has any
doubt in their minds. We know our
abilities ... it just all depends on
preparation and execution."
The Dukes have won 11 of their
last 13 games since last season, and a
victory against the Cowboys would
move JMU closer to the top in the
rankings. Wood admits it's a big
game, yet he said he will prepare
with the same attitude as he does
every week.
"It's another game." Wood said.
"We have to win it."
DUKES NOTES — JMU will be
without the services of junior
fullback Akiba Byrd for the
remainder of the season. Byrd, who
was declared academically ineligible,
rushed for 125 yards and scored one
touchdown last season.

ROGER WOLLENBERG/pfoMo editor

Quarterback Mike Cawley fires a bullet In JMU's season opener,
The offense will have to be sharp in order to defeat McNeese.St.

JMU falls in hard fought battle to UVa., 2-1
by John Taylor
staff writer
The overcast Wednesday was not
just a result of clouds or the
incoming storm, but also from the
shadow that No. 7 University of
Virginia cast over JMU at Reservoir
Field.
After a defensive struggle, UVa.
defeated JMU, 2-1.
The Cavaliers struck swiftly. Six
minutes into the game, a pileup in
front of the JMU goal that resulted in
a goal by freshman midfielder Carryn
Weigand, assisted by sophomore
midfielder Wendy Hartwig.
The next pileup occurred in front of
the UVa. goal a minute later,
resulting in a short delay.
Cavalier sophomore goalkeeper
Brit Swenberg was kicked in the
face, and was bleeding from her nose
and mouth. Swenberg was replaced
by freshman Clara Krebs.
From that point on, the game
settled down, and defense became the
biggest factor.
JMU got great efforts on both
offense and defense in the first half.
Junior midfielder Samantha
Andersen was all over the field and
was especially effective in
controlling the offense.
Another major factor was the play
of senior forward Ashley
Williamson. Williamson had been
ineffective in Sunday's game against
North Carolina Greensboro, and did
not play for most of the second half.
Wednesday, she came to play, and it
made a big difference.
"She's got it back going again,"
Coach Dave Lombardo said.
"Hopefully, she'll keep going

,

KYLE BVSS/staff photographer

Sophomore midfielder Heather Selvitelle drills a shot In the first half towards University of Virginia
goal keeper Clara Krebs; the Dukes fall to 1-3-0 on the season.
•
with it," he added.
In what looked tike a repeat of the finishing your chances."
Fifteen minutes into the contest, second half of Sunday's game, the
The beginning of the second half
sophomore defender Rebecca Lisack Dukes had numerous opportunities in saw great play by both squads. The
made a beautiful save in front of the front of the Cavalier goal but first 15 minutes were evenly played,
JMU goal, landing a foot on what squandered them. JMU missed a and defense was once again a factor.
would surely have been a UVa. goal
header by inches in front of an empty
At the 29-minute mark of the
at the last possible second.
UVa. goal. It had many breakaway second half, UVa. saw an
Both JMU alB UVa. had 13 shots chances sent the other way.
opportunity and jumped on it. JMU
each, but the Dukes came out behind
"Against a good team like Virginia, was called for a violation on their
on the scoreboard because of missed you've got to put away some side of the field, outside of the
opportunities.
chances," Lombardo said. "It's about penalty area, so the Cavaliers set up

,
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for a direct kick. Junior forward Liz
Kelley blew the shot by the JMU
defense, and the Cavs were up 2-0.
The Dukes were still having
trouble converting on the offensive.
They squandered an indirect kick
while attempting to touch it twice
before shooting; it was met by a
UVa. defender and sent the other
way. Williamson had a wide-open
goal soon after that, and sent the ball
over the crossbar.
The Dukes finally made their
presence felt on offense. With 14
minutes left in the game, sophomore
defender Britta Connolly, who had
just entered the game, had a powerful
throw-in from the corner. The ball
was controlled by sophomore
forward Stacey Tourtellotte, who got
it to freshman midfielder Lauren
Stritzl for the goal. JMU failed,to
score again before time ran out.
Despite the loss, both the JMU
coach and players saw improvement
with the young Dukes squad.
"This is the closest we've played to
a 90-minute game that I've seen
against a very good team," Lombardo
said.
\
Tourtellotte said, "I feel like we're
getting stronger every game. It just
takes us a goal to switch into gear.
We've got to start coming out right
from the beginning."
Andersch said, "Our defense was
very organized. Each game we've
been trying new lineups and numbers
in the back, and I think we finally
figured it out."
The Dukes will get to see what
they've learned on Friday, as they
host Kentucky in the JMU-Sheraton
Invitational at 4 p.m.
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GUITAR SALE!

Every Acoustic & Electric Guitar & Bass In Stock

Ends
Saturday!

COOL
T-SHifcTS

PRSCE Series 36%olfLJs»Ibanez Guitars & Basse
' 25-50% off List
Alvarez Guitars30-56% off
Acoustic Guitars From $135
Acoustic/Electric from $178
Electric Guitars From $168
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434-4722 • 2990 S Main
HOURS: 9-6Mon.-Fn.
Sat 9-5 •

MUSIC 'N
ELECTRONICS
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PAPA SAYS:

BLACK MANS GOSPEL
•Come to Me ALL YOU who labor
and are heavy laden and I will
give you rest." Matthew 11:28

JESUS CHRIST IS
LORD OF ALL.
Word Ministries
Garters Rd

»

Dtiiwity TU $£$&£ nm/
We'll Make It Til 3:30 a.m.
3

433-PAPA
2 Large One Toppings $12.98
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This is not Just a
WHITS NANS GOSPEL
This is not Just a
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Being all that she can be
Sophomore Latrece Wilson uses her experience to excel
by Melissa Scfaanz

Wilson said Virginia Commonwealth University was also
very interested in acquiring her services.
"VCU went down to the wire with me. but JMU was my first
Most athletes begin, their collegiate careers straight after choice," Wilson said.
dominating their competition in high school. This was not the
Wilson said she was very impressed with JMU on her visit
case for sophomore outside hitter Latrece Wilson.
and felt she would really fit in with the players on the team. She
A native of Austin, Texas, Wilson graduated from high school also said the quality of the academic programs and affordability
in 1987. She enlisted in the U.S. Army where she spent the next also attracted her to Harrisonburg.
six years before pursuing a college education.
Her determination to be recruited and to play in college, as
During her time in the army, she played for three years on the well as her exceptional talent and years of experience, won her a
All-Army Team and also on the Armed Forces Team, which scholarship to JMU.
consisted of the top players from the different branches.
"Latrece was very focused in what she wanted when she came
In the army, volleyball is not played year-round. Instead, the here," Harrington said. "She is definitely an asset to the team."
team devotes an entire month
:, .
.
Senior co-captain Debbi
exclusively to the sport.
™"~^"™
Prince
said, "Latrece has a lot
"We played volleyball
of spirit. When the team is
from eight in the morning
playing flat, her powerful hits
until six at night," Wilson
pump us up."
said. "We ate, drank, and
Only in her second year
slept
:pt volleyball."
volleyball.
.
.
.
as a Duke. Wilson has already
After the rigors of her nere. bne is definitely an asset to
collected a number of honors.
years in the army, she came
yy
^
She was named to the Allto JMU older and more the teaWl
Tournament team in last
experienced than most
season's Eastern Kentucky
pla
Mar
£«, u
. .
y Harrington Volleyfest and just recently
JMU head coach Mary
volleyball head coach received the same honor at
Harrington said it s unusual
•
JMU's Labor Day Duke-Out.
to have a volleyball player out of the army join the team.
Wilson said she feels honored to be selected to the teams;
"Latrece brings a level of maturity to the team." however, she said she would, "... rather see the whole team be
Harrington said.
honored than just one player."
Wilson has been stationed in Arizona, South Carolina,
Wilson, a JMU Athlete of the Week last week, ranks third on
Virginia and Germany, where she worked for two years in the squad in defensive digs (252) and fourth in kills (210).
supply logistics.
"Latrece has the best vertical leap on the team," Harrington
Most college volleyball recruits have their high school coach said. "She is a very exciting player to watch."
to help promote their skills to college programs.
******
Being out of school for six years, Latrece said it was much
The volleyball team is back in action this weekend when they
more difficult to be noticed as a possible recruit and to be host the JMU Invitational in Godwin Hall. On Sept. 16, the
contacted by interested coaches.
Dukes take on Yale University at 2 p.m. and University of
In order to get noticed, Wilson said, "I sent a video tape to the Delaware at 6 p.m. JMU plays Georgetown University at 2 p.m.
coach."
on Sept. 17.
contributing writer

Latrece was very focused in
what she wanted when she came

IAN GRAHAM/staff photographer
Sophomore outside hitter Latrece Wilson blocks a shot
at the net. Wilson was named to the All-Tournament
team at JMU's Labor Day Duke-Out earMer this season.
-<r

Picks of the week

Last week
Season total
Winning percentage...

Arizona at Illinois
st Virginia at Maryland
Auburn at LSU
ichigan at BC

GUEST
PREDICTOR

Pete Haggarty
asst sports editor
9-2
18-04-0
.818

Jerry NiedzlaJek
staff writer
7-4
16-06-0
.727

McNeese St.
Illinois
West Virginia
Auburn
BC

JMt
Arizona
West Virginia
Auburn
Michigan

Monday Nijjht: Pittsburgh at Miami
iti at Seattle
Oakland at Kansas City
idelpl
St Louis at Carolina
ipaBay

Alison Boyce
editor
9-2
16-06-0
.727

Matt Provence
sports editor
7-4
14-08-0
.636

Ken Pedersen
SportsCenter
addict
18-04-0 (all)

Arizona
Maryland
Auburn
Michigan

JMU
Arizona
West Virginia
Auburn
Michigan

JMU
Arizona
West Virginia
Auburn
Michigan
..

Miami

Seattle
Kansas City
na
St. Louis
Chicago

After witnessing the results from week two, it is quite obvious why Ali
would not let Adam Foldenauer ever be guest predictor last year — she didn't
want to be humiliated! But after hearing all Adam's trash talking following his
10-1 week, the panel wishes they had followed Ali's strategic ban.
Then again, Ali was not humiliated in the least. Though she fell short of
Adam's ingenious prognosticating, the editor did post a fine 9-2 mark.
Pete followed up the week-one miracle with another great week. The
assistant sports editor was again 9-2, and rumor has it he was actually reading

Seattle
Oakland
Philadelphia
St. Louis
Chicago

Seattle
Oakland
Philadelphia
St. Louis
icago

Cincinnati
Oakland
Philadelphia
St. Louis
Tampa Bay

Seattle
Kansas City
San Diego
St. Louis

a sports publication in private. Maybe he's starting to feel the pressure.
Matt and Jerry, who were both 7-4, paid the price for believing in the
most useless plan in all of professional sports — the Buddy system. Picking
Arizona over Philadelphia turned out to be a real costly mistake.
The panel is praying that Ken Pedersen will not continue the trend of
guest predictor dominance. Ken, otherwise known as 'the Mick,' scares the
living daylight out of the panel — after all, there is much to fear when picking
against a man who has memorized every episode of SportsCenter.
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The Best Way To Save Money On Stuff
(Other Than Borrowing Your Roommate's).
Roommates tend to get weird when you borrow their stuff. (They're funny
MasterCa

like that.) Better to get yourself a MasterCard* card. Then

SUB 345b 18S0
0000
atf 2 ML*
SAM BLASE*
ii

■iiii

■—

you could use it to buy the things you really want.
1

iinYiVi'.iViV mVi1!1

1

And with these College MasterValues* coupons, you'll save up to. 40%. And until
you get your own place, it's the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird
enough as it is. MasterCard. Its more than a credit card. It's^smart money"

MasterCard
V

JCPenney

TWEEDS

Optical Center

ARTGJRVED

SAVE $10 ON
WOMEN'S APPAREL

50% OFF ANY
EYEGLASS FRAME
Save 50% on absolutely every eyeglass frame plus
bonui discount of $20 on our best lenses. Sale
includes any eyeglass frame in stock when you purchase a complete pair of eyeglasses and use your
MasterCard*Card. Lens discount applies to our best
lenses. See optician for details. Coupon required.
Offer and coupon vabd 8/15/95 to 12/31/95 Offer vabd only on
purchaan using • Manert .ard* t aid Suncnder
coupon ii omr of purthaae Coupon has no
valur. and may not be
nbinedv
coupon. diKount, VaJi I Right p" *»tP .
vnatm can* plan Lund on* coupon pet purcluie
See opocun for deta-h Void where prohibited

Simplicity, comfort and style... that'j Tweeds.
Save on all Tweeds clothing and accessories. Call
1-800-999-7997 and receive a FREE catalog with
our latest styles Place your order and save $10 on
any purchase of $50 or more when you use your
MasterCard" Card and mention the COLLEGE
MasterValues* offer XC3WA.

Your college ring, from ArtCarved, is a keepsake
you'll always treasure. Save $35 on 10K gold. $70
on UK gold or $140 on 18K gold. Call
1-800-952-7002 for more details. Mention
offer #9501.
Oflei vakd8/l5/Wtol<VS1/»5 Ufa .aid only on punhaae. —nf
i Mini aid" Card and when oriel In50l n
mentioned Coupon nuy not be combined with
any other connon or dueonnt Shippnf md
hindkng ire run Lmut one dneoiint per
punluie SonK mm.nom ippry. Vend where
^ij - .. . -^

Otfcrvind 8/15/95 BI2/JI/1S Oiler nkd only
on purttiaie* imnf i MaHrrt jot* ( ard jnd "hm
the COUECE MjraetValoee» oner HOWA ■
menraoned t >Srr void wtieir prohibited, tilted.
of reunited Coupon nuy no) be lOmbinrd
with am other coupon of art. OIUH Shipping and
liandline til tm limit not diKount per punhlK
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SAVE UP TO $140

prahibiu-d
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JOIN AND SAVE $45
Join for only $15, inttead of the regular 160 annual
membership. Then enjoy FREE lift rickets and savings
up to 50% on lift tickets, resort lodging and dining,
etc., at top resorts East and West. A great gift for
sluen/snowboarders. Call 1 H0O-8OO 2SKI (2754) to
join or for details and specials in your favorite areas
and mention offer #15MCSKJ. Plus look for us on the
internet at URL http://wvvw.skicard.com/skicard
Ofc vabd 8/IV95 » 12/3I/9V Ofc vabd only
on purthatrt u$nf a IvtarterCard- < jrd and when
(he * 1SMCSKI ii mentioned Detaili on
iber d-couno hated in 9V96 SJVWUB Guade"
■mluded with each metnbenrup. Houn: Mon-rri
9 am w 4 p.m Mm tanr Void what prohibiird.

ruin
.'< UOPHOTO

49% OFF A SPECIAL
12-WEEK SUBSCRIPTION

SAVE $3 OFF A CD
Here's music to your ears... save $3 on one regularly priced Compact Disc at $6.99 or more when
you use your MasterCard* Card. Limit two $3
discounts per coupon, per purchase. Limit one $3
discount per box set purchase. Offer Not Valid
Without This Coupon. COUPON #336

Invest in your future and stay on top of current
developments with The Wall Street Journal. For
a limited rime only, use your MasterCard* Card
and pay just $23 for a 12-week subscripnon
to the nation's leading business publication.
To take advantage of this special offer, call
1-800-348-3555 and please refer to source
key 75NY.

< Xfn and coupon vabd 8/15/95 u 12/31/95 Ofc •abd only on purchase* -tang a MaaarrC-anf* Cant
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SAVE 20%

■ SAVE 25%

Save 25% off the regular price of the Aerosmith
collection, featuring all the original Columbia
albums. BOX OF FIRE includes a previouslyunreleased, 5-track bonus due of Aero-ranties and
hard-to-6nd gems including "Subway" "Circle Jerk"
and more! Order now and get 12 CDs for $89.99.
Call 1-800-322-3412 and ask for the COLLEGE
MasterValues* Offer. Offerv»bd8/i5/95io 12/J1/95 ofc
vabd only on purchaser wane a MauerCard* Card
and when the COLLEGE MaatcrValuef* offer
n mentioned <*ffer may not be combined
with any other thacnuni Shipping and handhng
13 SO pet punhaae Imui one dncount per
puntHK Sale, UM appkahte V«d where ptuhdiNed
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Run into Herman's and save. Take 20% off your
next purchase of regular priced merchandise when
you use your MasterCard* Card. Find everything
you need at Herman's...We Are Sports* Offer
excludes certain merchandise. Coupon Required
OArr and coupon vabd »/15/95 » 12/31/95 Ofc vabd only on purchasn unng a MatteK jnl* ( ard Surrender coupon at tame of ptuxhaae
Ofc e.chadei CrowWalk Phn. Cardao-C.bde. ad RONbaaY trim pro
chabi, aekxi Prance. Wibon. Head, Pro-Krnne* and Ekteion racket*
teleci Nike and Reebok Prraoge product. F»la. Teva, Convene L.J.,
Aaci 2001 and RuaVrblade footwear. Team Drvmon menhandne.
hunting and liihinij licemea, equipment tcrvKct.
home debvery and gift cerancatei Ofc m
not be combined with any other dncount
or promotion lamti one coupon per
Ci hate Coupon vabd a> any Herman*!
aoon SPC «65 Voad whenI |MMM

GET ONE VIDEO FREE
WHEN YOU BUY THREE
Video values just for you! Enjoy a full selection of
top-quality videos at discount prices. All videos
are pneed at S9.95 or less and are 100% satisfaction
guaranteed. Act now and get one video FR-EE
when you buy three and use your MasterCard*
Card. Call 1-800-551-0262 for your FREE catalog and ask for the COLLEGE MasterValues*
offer #1081-5999.
OfcvabdS/15/95tol2'3l/95 Offer vabd only
on purchatei uung a MwtK .ard* Card and when
ihe COLLEGE MwcrValuei* ofc B1081-S999/
ii mentioned Ofc may not be combined with
any other ofc or dWouni Ofc vabd for US.
rewdeno only Void where prohibited

WOHDEXPRESS
ftrWIndom

SAVE 40% ON WINDOWS
WORD PROCESSOR
WordExpress makes it easy to create great looking
reports, term papers, essays and more. Top of the
line feature set. last and easy to use. Includes professionally designed Resume Templates. Only $29.95
when you use your MasterCard" Card and mention
offer WXO-MC. To order, call 1-800-998-4555.
Visit Us On The World Wide Web At
http://delta.com/microv/home
Otti v>kdB/15/«to !2/)l/»5 Ottrvibd
only on porchjiei uung t Maucrf jed* Cied
and when ode. WXO-MC n aclin-lid
Srupptng Mid hmdkng are addmonaj limit
'
Vend where pmhibiied

50% OFF FILM PROCESSING
Hold on to the good times and your money, too.
Take 50% off the regular price of processing and
pruning on the first set of prints at MotoPhoto,
when you use your MasterCard* Card. Call
l-WX)-733-6686 for the location nearest you.
Limit 1. Offer Not Valid Without This Coupon.
Ofc andI coupon
S/IS/95 to 12/31/95 Caah rcdempou. value
CNM valid
H
1 '20* Ofc
far vabd on,
only on purcham uanf a MatteiCaro- Card. Surrender
i it ttne of punhaae. Limit one coupon per punhaae Cannot
be combined with any other oflen or ducounn
MotoPhoto < 'luh Member, are flooded to take
111% off ihe coupon pnee Offer vabd on C-41
prrxew, 3S mm film, and atandard aisr pruio
unb/ Ofc vabd at panic ipattrur itom only
AfealtrthU*
Voad where prohibited

SAVE 15% ON YOUR NEXT
PURCHASE OF $75 OR MORE
Shopping is easy at America's premier specialty
retailer of gift, fitness, recreational, travel, apparel
and more. Save 15% on a purchase of $75 or more
when you shop at any of our 75 store locations or
by mail order. Call 1-800-344-4444, 24 houn a
day, 7 days a week, to find the store nearest you or
for a FREE Catalog. Coupon Required Ofc and coupon
vabd t/15/95 to 12/31/95 Ofc vabd only on purchaaet tonga
MaaierCani* Card. There are a limited number of Menu to which thai
offer don not apply May not be combined with Frequent kV
Program. Ptxe Matching Pobcy. auction purcham. or otKer
or pieanwoarm Not vabd on purchase of gafi cenaftcam
or on previoua purchase* The datfount * appbcab
to. and -he nMwn punhaae bawd on current
mennandaae pnen only, and ntludei lax.
■happing and tax on •happang Voad where
prohiUied
PC* CODE L
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The MVP in all sports — money
You don't have to be as smart as me to league. If that's the case, look out NFL.
figure out that sports is a business — a big
Last month, Jones signed a contract with
business.
Pepsi that pays him $20 million over 10 years.
In collegiate and professional athletics alike, Pepsi is not even licensed to do business with
money is the motivational factor behind most the NFL, and Coke is supposed to be the
people's actions.
official drink of the league. Not any longer.
Major League Baseball is a prime example.
Just lastweek, Jones and Nike teamed up
Players and owners could not come to an and shockefrthe entire world of football. Texas
agreement on how revenues and salaries would Stadium now looks like Nike Town with the
be handled, so the players went on a season- swoosh everywhere you look. Rumor has it that
ending strike in '94. This action left the fans even Dennis Hopper was prancing the sidelines.
incensed with baseball and without a World
These actions surprised the world of sports
Series for the first time
because Jones made
since 1904.
Dallas
the
first
The
National
franchise to go outside
Hockey League is
the NFL with sponsors.
another case where the
Instead of making deals
business end of the
through the league, he
sport spoiled the fans'
has taken the liberty of
fun.
making them himself.
Much to my dismay,
— Jerry Niedzialek
What do all these
a similar thing then
outside deals do for a
occurred in hockey.
man?
There was a lockout, delaying the start of the
Well, it gives Jones money to "buy"' free1994-'95 regular season.
agent mercenaries such as All-Pro comerback
Now the National Basketball Association is Deion Sanders.
having similar problems. Haven't they learned
The defensive player of the year in '94 just
anything from baseball and hockey? NBA signed a contract that will pay him $25 million
players say they have; however, there still over the next five years to play in big ,D.'
exists a possibility of a lockout forthcoming —
With all the marquee players already suiting
no doubt forcing Shaquille O'Neal to kick some up for the Cowboys, you might wonder how
more rhymes to keep bread on the table.
Jones can sign Sanders and still be under the
AH these conflicts with athletes and owners salary cap. Jones, a man who has shown he
boils^down to one thing — money.
likes playing outside the lines, gave Sanders a
Greed is controlling sports, and now $13 million signing bonus that allowed the
"buying" victories seems to be the thing to do.
team to "duck" the cap.
Just ask the owner and general manager of
The man that was once hated in Dallas for
the Dallas Cowboys, Jerry Jones.
firing the legendary Tom Landry may have
The slick, shrewd businessman from the succeeded in his attempts to buy love and will
Lone Star State sent shock tremors through the soon be a Dallas legend in his own right.
National Football League this week.
Jones claims that buying the Co.wboys in
He gave Nike, Pepsi and Deion Sanders 1989 was a bad business decision at the time
something in common by making business and that he is not involved in the NFL for
deals with all three. Because of his actions, greed, but instead, to win Super Bowls.
Jones is said to be at war with the rest of the
Yeah — right.

Sports
Commentary

Women s Soccer.
JMU-Sheraton Inn
Tournament
September 15 & 17

F IKLI) HOC KEY
JMU loses first place
ranking
Team
l. North Carolina
2. JMU
3. Old Dominion
4. Maryland
5. New Hampshire
6. Iowa
7. Wake Forest
8. Virginia
9. Northwestern
10. Connecticut

Record
4-0
3-1
2-1
3-0
3-1
4-1
4-0
3-0
3-1
4-0

Pts.
100
95
90
85
78
77
70
65
59
55

Dukes destroy VCU 10-0
JMU scored early and often in its
crushing
victory
over Virginia
Commonwealth University on Monday.
The Dukes scored three goals within the
first 11 minutes of play, and never slowed
down.
The Dukes, who came into the season
ranked No. 1 in the nation, took a stunning
7-0 halftime lead. JMU outshot the Rams
51-1 and overwhelmed VCU with a 17-0
penalty corner advantage.

MEN s SOCCER
JMU survives scare
The 22nd-ranked Dukes barely took the
victory from Mount St. Mary's on

-vtf*
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Tuesday. JMU came back from a 1-0
deficit in the second-half to tie the game 11, when senior midfielder Patrick
McSorley drilled a shot past Mountaineer
goalkeeper Keith Kennedy.
The D,ukes were able to capitalize in the
overtime period as sophomore forward
Geoff Honeysett scored on a header. JMU
put the game out of reach on a goal by
senior midfielder David Clarke. Clarke's
goal came on a corner kick with 4:20 left
in the overtime period.
JMU's record goes to 5-0 on 1995
season. The Dukes who finished with a
1994 record of 20-3-2, started out last A
season with a seven game winning streijLji'
before suffering a 2-1 loss against
Maryland.

MEN'S GOLF
Dukes take second place
in Seton Hall Tourney
JMU scraped up a second place finish in
the 1995 Pirate Invitational on Saturday
and Sunday, in a 12-team field in West
Orange, NJ.
The Dukes finished with a two round
team total of 638. Sophomore David
Mandulak's first-round score of 74 gave
him the second-lowest total of the day.
Mandulak led the Dukes throughout the
tournament, finishing with a two round
total of 155. Freshman Steve Ligi also
contributed with a total of 160\

FOOTBALL

V

Standings
Mid-Atlantic Division

Overall PF PA

Fri. vs. Kentucky
at 4 p.m.
Sun. vs. Minnesota
at 2 p.m.
Each student (with a JMU ID) at the
games will receive a coupon/entry form
redeemable at the University Exxon for:

Sheraton
HARRIS ONBURC

A FREE 32 oz. fountain drink &
a chance to win $150
The cash drawing will be held the week following.
The winner will be called.

Shuttle buses will pick up students at Godwin Hall
half an hour prior to kick-off both days and return
to Godwin immediately following the game.

1-0 2-0
100
Game: McNeese State at JMU, Sept 16,6 James Madison
Richmond
1-0
1-0
72
p.m.
Delaware
0-0 1-0
49
Dukes notes: The Dukes are counting on Northeastern
0-0 1-0
44
having junior tight end Ed Perry back this week. Villanova
0-0 0-1
16
Perry has been out with a separated shoulder William & Mary
0-1 0-2
33
suffered in an intrasquad scrimmage Aug. 19. He New England Division
has been practicing for more than a week, but was
YC Overall PF
held out of last week's game.
Rhode Island
1-0 2-0
34
The Yankee Conference named junior strong Connecticut
1-0 1-0
23
safety David Lee defensive player of the week. Boston University 0-0 t-0
21
This is the first time two JMU players have been Maine
0-1 1-1
54
honored with the award in consecutive weeks. Lee Massachusetts
0-1 0-1
7
had 10 tackles and two interceptions against the New Hampshire
0-1 0-1
21
College of William & Mary. His recognition
follows that of senior linebacker Alonzo Bowler This week's schedule
last week.
McNeese State at JMU
JMU has lost starting offensive guard Brian Maine at Boston University
Feola for the rest of the season. The senior Rhode Island at New Hampshire
fractured a bone in his left leg Saturday. Holy Cross at Massachusetts
Sophomore Carter Robertson will replace him in Central Connecticut at Connecticut
the lineup. Junior strong safety and special teams William & Mary at Northeastern
standout Tony Jordan will be out about 10 days Villanova at Delaware
with a shoulder injury, thus missing the game with The Citadel at Richmond
the Cowboys.
Coach Alex Wood said his depth chart at Last week's reaulto
quarterback has not changed. He said when Mike James Madison 24, William & Mary 17
Cawley went down Saturday, he inserted Willie Boston University 21, Villanova 16
Gonzalez because he was the one standing nearest Richmond 21, Massachusetts 7
to him at the time. Freshman Mike Masella Rhode Uaad 17, Maine 13
remains the backup quarterback.
ConnecftM 23, New Hampshire 21
JMU is No. 6 in the Division I-AA poll, moving North*** 44, Colgate}
up one spot from last week.
Delaware «», West Chesaw 21

24
35
21
3
21
64

PA
27
21
16 V
32
21
23

■
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Mill

Verisimilitude \Brent Coulson

oiM^orscope
For entertainment only.
Aries (March 21-April 19) You will meet not onerfcut two
romantic interests in the near future. Beware, they are
roommates, so blow it with one and you lose them both.
Taurus (April 20-May20) Now that you are in school, your
Indulgent nature will tempt you to enjoy yourself a little
too much. So youngsters, beware of the freshman 15, and
aged party-goers, beware of the worm.
Qemlnl (May 21-June 20) You may find that by day you're
Wr Jekyll and by night Mr. Hyde. This is extremely dangerous, so find a sturdy middle ground and enjoy!

vq

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) Your natural love of order will be
devastated when you discover the person that you live with
• is the person who inspired Charles Schulz*s character
Pig-Pen.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) The stars show handcuffs, a big
wooden paddle, route 9 transit bus, the Energizer bunny
and a plunger. It takes all kinds.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Your honesty will do you
/good in business but not so good in your love life. Hint:
I When they ask about last night... LIEI

Cancer (June21-July 22) The stars show that your last
check was made from rubber. Call home quick, or as a last
resort, P.C. Dukes Is now hiring.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Your patience will be put to
test soon. The stars show a number of trains interrupting
your schedule. Learn to run fast.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) The person ydfetoave t>een eyeing for
some time will respond to your needXjlfl/e, by setting
you up with their roommate. Needless to say, as far as
looks go . .. they have, urn, ... a personality.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Your generous nature will be
called upon by your friends. In other words, pitchers at
JM's are on youl
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) The beer lines at the row
aren't going to be nearly as frustrating as the row of
questions on your test the next day.

Virgo ( Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Your sign is the virgin, which will
be pretty appropriate for the upcoming weeks.

XV
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FOR RENT
rent - Squire MIH, $177/mo.
graduating In December. 434-5169
oom for rent - S nHn. walking
istance from campus. Questions,
tall Irena or Sally, 433-3896.
J>sfent's Weekend - Maeaanutten
[imeshare resort condo October 613. 2 BR, 2 bath, fully stocked.
bleeps 4-6. $750/obo. Call Steve,
1540)5740411.

Wanted - Drivers at random hours.
Top pay. Immediately call James
McHone Jewelry. 433-1833.
Alaska employment - Fishing
industry. Earn up to $3,000$6.000+/mo. Room & board!
Transportation! Male/Female. No
experience necessary! (206)5454155 XA53251

FOR SALE

Cruise snipe now hiring - Earn up
to $2,0O0+/mo. working on cruise
ships or land-tour companies. Work)
travel. Seasonal & full-time
employment
available.
No
experience necessary. For more Info
call (206)6340468 XC53251.

1982 Datsun 280ZX - 5 speed,
■loaded. T-tops. blue/silver, good
onditlon. Call 434-9866.

$331.00. Sen 72 funny college Tshlrts, profit $331.00. Risk-free.
Choose from 27 designs, or design
own. Free catalog. (800)7'XM822,

Clan* Microsoft Works software iBrand new, never used. $75/obo.
Isarah, 433-2361.
Schwlnn Hybrid - 21 speed
bicycle. Almost new condition.
|$250/negotiable. Days, 434-4512;
■evenings, 574-0844.
■Home brewing kits - Literature.
Imalts, hops, grains, yeasts. 432B799
|'95 Kawasaki ZX-6 - Red. low
■mileage, beautiful bike. Contact
loave, 432-1929.
|1993 Giant 18 speed mountain
bike - 24' ttres/14' frame. Cost.
|$280. For sale. $100. Call 434
3118.
Il984 VW Sclrocco - Runs great!
|New tires and Pioneer Super Tuner
with removable face. $2,000. 43411978

HELP WANTED
Earn $2,500 A free Spring Break
trips! Sell 8 trips & go free! Best
trips & prices! Bahamas. Cancun,
Jamaica, Florida! Spring Break
Travel! (800)6786386
$1,750 weekly possible - Mailing
mr circulars.. For Info call (202)3937723.

Waitresses needed at Jess' LunchShort order cooks needed at Jess'
Lunch. Both apply In person only at
22 S. Mam St.
$1,000 Fundraiser - Fraternities,
Sororities & student organizations.
You've seen credit card fundraisers
before, but you've never seen the
Citibank fundraiser that pays $5 per
application. Call Donna at
(800)932-0528, ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive a free camera.
The Depot OrM - Is looking for a
few good cooks. Above average
wages, flexible hours, part-time or
full-time. Apply 4-6p.m. dally at
Staunton Station, 42 Mlddlebrook
Ave.
Earn $500 or more weekly Stuffing envelopes at tome. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers. Dept. M18, P.O. Box
1779, Denham Springs. LA 70727.
Sexual
Assault
Education
Coordinator is looking for a few
concerned men and women to
represent our office as Peer
Educators. Call Judy at x2831 or
Neil at x6684 for application info.
Deadline date for application,
September 29,1995.
Telecommunications reps needed Great Income potential, full or parttime. 2984155

JAMES

MADISON

Snack Bar help - Apply in person
Friday. 8-10 p.m.; Saturday. 10-12
a.m., 2-4 p.m. Skatetown USA, 100
Milter Circle, Harrlsonburg.

SERVICES
National DJ Connection - Melrose
parties, formals, 10,000+ songs,
Karaoke. 4330360
Classic Touch Invitee students to
stop by Monday-Wednesday for
special rate on haircuts. 5640212
BIBE HOME WITH HOME RIDE!
Rides to Northern Virginia
every Fridayl $37 round trip $22
one-Wc-'v. Departures every Fri. at
3p.m. & ^p.m./Retum trips from
NOVA on Sun. at 5:30p.m. Call
(703)953-2266 or (800)5530644
or »top by the JMU Bookstore.
Free financial aid! Ov -r $6 billion In
nrrv.ite sector grants & scholarships
is now available. All students are
eligible regardless of grades.
Income, or parent's income. Let us
help. Call Student Financial
Services. (800)2630495 xF53251.
Freshmen - Bring your ear to
campus, off-campus parking next to
JMU. Limited spaces available. Call
433-2126 after 5 p.m.
UNIVERSITY HAIRSTYLIST

JMUS CLOSEST SALON
Beside campus, behind Kinko's
STUDENT CUTS $8.50
Tan S2.00

433-9533
Brought or bought a guitar but
don't know how to play It? Guitar
lessons at $10/hr. Call Roy at 4338389.

Clayborne's
Your Designated Driver
Groups' (4 or more),
free transport to & from
Clayborne's.
Cal 432-1717

UNIVERSITY

What really happened
at Creation?
The one truth In the
Genesis account to
which evolutionists
can give only one
starling reply!
Write for your free copy:
Edttor, SBM
PO Box 215
Mt. Crawford, VA

22841
Long distance telephone calls
Save 50%. 2984155
NOTICE
For more Information and
assistance regardbie the
Investigation of financing business
opportunities A work-at-home
opportunities, contact the
Better Business Bureau Inc.,
at (703)342-3465.

SPRING BREAK
Spring Break! Travel free with
SunSplash
Tours.
Highest
commissions paid, at lowest prices.
Campus representatives wanted to
sell reliable tours. Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona,
Panama City and Padre. (800)420
7710
Spring Break -96 - Sell trips, earn
cash & go freel Student Travel
Services it now hiring campus
representatives. Lowest rates to
Jamaica, Cancun, Daytona and
Panama City Beach. Call (800)6484849.

WANTED
Wanted - TV or TV/VCR. Cal
Jennifer at x5061. Leave message.
GUEST BARTENDERS
NEEDED!
•ur
organization or club.
Call Clayborne's

4321717

Uke to travel? Want to get paid
(Of It? WANTEDEnergetic, highly motivated
Individuals for Women's
BaaketbaN managerial position.
AH are encouraged to apply.
Contact Coach Roberts at x6513.

PERSONALS
Bring this ad to The Studio - And
get $3 off any hair service. Call
4340188 for an appointment.
Young childless couple searching
for a baby to love and adopt. Call
(800)249-1927, access code 43.
Join us for
OPEN MIKE POETRY NIGHT

9 p.m.
Thursdays
at The Little GrW
621N. Mam St.
434-3594
Starts Tonight
Massage for couples - Neck &
shoulders. Sept. 15, 7-9 p.m. Call
Halterman Karate, 4340824. Limit
10 couples, cost $40/coupte.
Easy fundraiser - Attention student
organizations, fraternities, sororities
A clubs. I need patio space. Cash
paid. JMU alumnus. (703)6656958. leave message.
Considering adoption? Affectionate,
loving married couple unable to
have children desires infant to
adopt. Legal and confidential.
Please call Steve 4 Katie collect at
(703)971-3725.
Come see "Pocket Billards At It's
Finest!' Tom "Dr. Cue" Rossman,
today at the Cornerpocket
Gameroom. Free pool HOp.m.
Welcome back Eight Ball Pool
Tournamentl Saturday, Sept. 16,
12p.m. Register today at the
Cornerpocket Gameroom.
Phi Sigma PI National Honor
Fraternity -sfelcomes back its
members. Looking forward to
seeing you at our Sunday chapter
meeting at 8:30p.m. in Harrison A205.
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Sexual
Assault
Education
Coordinator - Support groups for
survivors of sexual assault and
child sexual abuse have begun.
Ptcade call Hillary or Judy at x2831
for Info regarding time, day and
place. The group provides a safe,
confidential environment in which to
share experiences.

Still haven't had your
security deposit
returned?. v
Virginia law requires landlords to
return security deposits
or a ratification of charges
within 30 days after the
termination of the lease.
If you have difficulty
getting your deposit returned,
stop by the
Center for OffCampus Living
on the first floor of Taylor Hal
to receive help.
Questions? Can x6071.
Adoption - Loving childless couple
wishes to adopt an infant. Let's
help each other. Please call Teresa
and Brian, (800)9140651.

STUDY BREAK!
There's something
every night at
Clayborne's

Call
432-1717
College Handbell Choir forming at
Asbury UMC. Contact Laura at 434
2836 or Kevin at 4340573 for info.

Breeze
Classified Ad
Information
Call Sandra at

568-6127
or come by The Breeze
office in the basement
of Anthony-Seege*
weekdays
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

invites you
to our:

Open House
Thursday, Sept. 21, 3:30-5 p.m. in The Breeze
office in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall
Join us for refreshments and meet the people who put
the student newspaper together
twice a week.
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